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Lawyer requests Brown file
for Kolodny's tenure case
By Paul Keegan
Former UNH Associate
Professor Annette Kolodny's att~rney has requ~sted the tenure
file · of Associate Professor
. h
f
Warren B
client's dfs~~f:ni~~ti~~e l~~s~~
·t
. t th U .
agams ~ mversi f. .
Kolodny s casE:, w_h1ch is expected to come to trial m earl}'.' June,
~ full three years ':lfter. 1t ~as
filed, charg~_the U~ive~si~y ~1th
~ex and religious discrimmat!on
m matters of salary, promotion
and tenure.
Nancy Gertner, Kolodny's .at:~~/i~:a::
similar circumstances. Liberal
Arts Dean Allan Spitz involved
himself with the tenure case of
Brown, a white male, and not in
the case of Kolodny, who is a
Jewish female.
In a sworn ·court affida.vit obtained by The New Hampshire,
Gertner said the Brown file is
"pivotal" because Spitz "actively involved himself" in
Brown's case and later overtmned a 12-0 political sciwce department vote ag__ainst tenure.
Gertner claimed, that, in contrast, Spitz's refusal to involve
himself in Kolodny's case and his
upholding of the English De-

··
•
.A n d erson d· 1scusses eneray
1-,

By Dennis Cauchon
A day which began in a dark
New York City, taping television
commercials for six hours, ended
with a large and receptive
greeting at UNH for a tired,
overworked John Anderson.
"I think I have something new
and distinctive to offer the people
of this country,'' Anderson told a
group of local reporters, who
questioned him for over an hour.
"Look at the rest of them," said
Anderson referring to his opthe
are
They
ponents.
.stereotypical, prototypical type
of Republican candidate the party has been offering the country
for years."
During his talk with students
Anderson suggested that breeder
reactors might help decrease the
·waste nuclear power plants
produced.
At the press conference, a
reporter asserted that breeder
reactors were far more
dangerous than the Seabrook
reactor, and produced thousands
of pounds of plutonium waste,
while having a higher chance of
explosion.
"I don't accept the things that
you have just said," Anderson
responded. 1"1 have been in
Congress for 19 years. I have
studied the hearings that have
been held by various committees.
The preponderance of evidence
does not support the statements
you have made."
Other reporters pushed Anderson on Seabrook.
"The Seabrook planfshould not
have a licence unless it can com-
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_ply with every one of the standards that will be decided upon as
a result of the Kemeny Report."
"There are some, of .course,
who will never be satisfied with
anything," he said when pressed
further on the strength of the
Kemeny Report.
"1 have to accept something
you know. We can't go on in this
country doubting anything and
everything 1lways,'' Anderson
said. "We've got to make
reasoned conclusions on the basis
of the best empirical evidence we
can assemble.''
"I would like to see the NRC
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission) abolished," Anderson
continued.

•
•
• •
Gertner said 1~ an mte~view
she ~ay call Sp1~z to te~tify to
explain wh~ hhet didt notthgrve ththe
e
e
o
same weig
unanimous Political Science
department's recommendation.
..
be . f
F
. our mem rs o the poli~ical
dep~rtme~t . filed
sc~ence
grievances ag~~t Sp!tz m Oct~ber, 1978, ?la1mmg Spitz abused
!rls power m an effort to help
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1·s a £1·n a11·st
• g VP
f or
· wyom1n-

!ii: Sp1·tz

~~~:riiaii

Republican presidential candidate . spoke to more than 600
people in the Strafford Room of the MUB Wednesday.
(Jonathan Blake photo)

partment's 9-3 vote against
Kolodn 's tenure (four abstenof -evidence
·tions) y is
discrimination.
.
- -- - ~ .
The affidavit quotes Spitz as
24
, t 1?79
sdayin~'t· in tha tN!-'athy
e mos 1mespos1 10n, a
portant recommendation is the
recommendation which comes
from a department" and that he
gave "very significant weight" to
the English Dep'artment's
recommendation not to give
Kolodny tenure
·
.

"And I would like to see a
AdRegulatory
Nuclear
ministration, headed by one administrator who has more control. I think a five man board
didn't function very well in a
Three Mile Island environment."
ANDERSON, page6

mendation to the President and
By Paul Keegan
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz is trustees by Feb. J.5, it could be
one of three finalists for the vice discussed at their next meeting
president of academic affairs on March 20.
Spitz and two other candidates~
position at the University of
Wyoming, according to ,Karl one each from the University of
Harper, a spokesman for that Nebraska and the University of
Oregon, were selected from a
University.
Harper said Spitz would be · pool of over 100 applications,
visiting the Larami~, Wyoming Harper said.
It had been rumored that Spitz
campus on Wednesday and
Thqrsday of this week to be inter- would be seeking employment
viewed for the job. He said a elsewhere since he withdrew his
:~t!t~l~~f~:Ja~~i1~eaJJ!~isity's next Board of Trustees
·
meeting.
Spitz declined to comment on
the report, but did confirm on
Tuesday that he would be visiting
the campus on Wednesday and
.
Thursday.
_ Harper said if the search committ_ee does not make its recom-

~~ierc~pr~!d!~ffo':°:!~~~m?!
affairs in late November, 1978.
Spitz said at that time he withdrew because of the "intensity of
the-personal attacks upon me."
Spitz has been the center of
controversy since October, 197'3,
when n_e was ac_cusec!__ of__aj:>~sjng

SPITZ,page16

Anti-draft march peaceful
.By Laura Meade
About 100 students, faculty and
staff members met in front of
Thompson Hall yesterday for a
peaceful two hour anti-draft
protest march.
~e . pr~testors carried sbtns

and circuJated petitions during
tiie first public'"tnove by Studepts
AgainsttheDraft (SAD).
"Considering the relative
newness and cold on a campus
known for apathy, we had a.
really · good turnout,'' Jim ·
·

Paradise, SAD member, said.
Marching in front of the
protestors was a group of about
30 students who were for
registration and the draft.
The group, formulated by
people who '!anted to speak
against the anti-draft movement,
carried flags and signs while
calling members of SAD cowards.
"This (anti-draft protest) is
just what the Russians want to
see," said Peter VaughnL a 19year old sophomore. ."It maKes ~
look weak.''
Confrontation between the two
groups was minimal. Although at
one point several members of
each group got involved in a
heated debate over the issue of
registration and the draft.
"If something breaks out, I'm
willing,'' said freshman Andy
Katz. "As far as I'm concerned,
even if there was a draft and my
number didn't come up, I'd still
go. I'm willing to fight for my
.
country.''
"But I want a choice," said one
anti-draft yrotestor. "Give me a
choice! I _you want to join,
join... "
Tom Hersey, a 25-year old
sophomore who was in the
Marines for four years towards
the end of the Vietnam war,
shouted to the pro-draft group,
"If you want to join go ahead.
There are plenty of empty
recruiting ae:encies who'd be glad

Students marched against Selective Service registration in front of Thompson Hall Thursday
_ RALLY, page 14
morning. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Dartmouth frats are .changing .

Ir

Co1n1noner to talk
Barry Commoner, noted biologist and environmentalist, will
discuss nuclear power, its alternatives and its consequences on
Monday.
Commoner will speak at 8 p.m. in the Granite State Room of the
MUB.

The lecture, sponsored by the Memorial Union Student
Organization (MUSO), is open to the public without charge.

By Chet Patterson
The Dartmouth fraternity
system's one-year suspension, effective last fall, has not affected
UNH's fraternities, according to
Intra-Fraternity Council (IFC)
chairperson Steve Kramer.
"We always have to contend
with anti-Greek sentiment,"
Kramer said, "but there is no
conflict with the University."
In Dartmouth, a recent ad hoc
committee report recommended
that, over the next three years,

the number of co-educational
fraternities be increased from
three out of 22 to 16 out of 22.
Kramer said such a recommendation at UNH could be a
possibility. But, he said, he
doesn't see it happening in the
near future. "In the long run,
though, it might be better."
The report explained that
fraternities encourage sexist attitudes, alcoholism, and antiintellectual sentiment.
As a second alternative to a

co-educational Greek system, the
report called for abolishment of
the fraternity system in favor of
"social residence halls."
According to Dartmouth
editorial writer Matthew Joyner,
these Ihalls w.()uld be selected by
"a preferential draw system" as
opposed to the current selective
bidding system.
Joyner said the current
relationship between Dartmouth
fraternities and facultv is like

DARTMOUTH, page 5
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Keinp cancels
Congressman Jack Kemp (Rep. New York) will not speak at

UNH today. Kemp, who is campaigning for former California

Governor presidential hopeful Ronald Reagan, was scheduled to
speak in the Carroll-Belknap Room of the MUB today at 4 p.m.
Congressman Robert Dornan (Rep. California) will speak at
the same time in Kemp's place.

Voter registration
The town offices will be ooen durim! the following times. for the
registration of new voters:. Tuesday, Feb. 5, 7-9 p.m.; Saturday,
Feb. 9, 2-6 p.m.; Tuesday, Feb. 12, 7-9 p.m.; Thursday, Feb. 14, 7-9
p.m. and Saturday, Feb.16, 2-6 p.m.
Feb. 16 is the last day to register for the Presidential Primary
Election on Feb 26.

Tucker appointed
Janet Tucker has been appointed Acting Director of Admissions
and Learner Services for the School for Lifelong Learning (SIL).
Mrs. Tucker, who holds a Bachelor of Arts in American Studies
from Wells College, and is a candidate for the master of
Education in Counseling from UNH, has served as a counselor
with the School for the past six years.
Tucker has also been the school's representative at the Digital
Equipment Corporation in Merrimack.
Tucker replaces Russell Kennedy, who resigned in January.

Sexual assault f oru1n
The University Rape Task Force will present a forum on sexual
assault Wednesday, Feb. 6, at 7 p.m.
The free forum at the MUB's Strafford Room will include six
experts on the legal, medical and emotional aspects of treating
sexual assault.
Panel members will be Barbara Cavanaugh, a registered nurse
for the UNH health service; UNH police officer Patricia Hanson;
UNH psychologist Kathy Speare; the Rev. Rick Pennett of St.
Thomas More Church; state legislator, Patti Blanchette of
Newmarket; and attorney Jim Reams, former Rockingham
County attorney.

,..
ft'

These students evoked images of the sixties as they marched against Selective Service
registration Thursday morning. (Jonathan Blake photo)

Testing center revises schedule
By Kevin Sullivan

The University Counseling and
Testing Center has begun a more
efficient system for setting
student's appointments this
semester.
Before
students
were
' scheduled for an hour .session
with one of the seven professional
counselors and five graduate,
students on their fist interns visit.
Under new policy students will
be scheduled for only a half-hour
session with one of the counselors
According to Dianne Johnson,
who handles the scheduling of the

Johnson will speak
Marilyn Johnson, associate literary editor for Esquire
magazine, will speak Monday in the library.
The editor will speak on the subject of magazine publishing at 8
p.m. in the Forum Room.

Cainpaigners Ineet
The students_ for Anderson committee will be having an
organizational meeting on Monday, at 7:30 p.m. in the Belknap
Room of the MUB, according to Carol Ludlum, the group's chairwoman.
'
The meeting will be for members of the committee thoie who
signed up.for volunteer work after Anderson's speech iast Wednesday, and anyol!e else interested in working in the campaign.

The weather
Variable cloudiness and windy today with high temperatures in
the mid-teens, according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Partly cloudy tonight and tomorrow with high temperatures in
the upper teens.
North to northwest winds 15 to 25 miles per hour today.
Probability of precipitation 20 percent today and 10 percent
tonight.
.,_
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Center's appointements, the had problems with long waiting
shorter initial sessions are ''the lists and decreased efficiency in ·
best way to get the most out of serving the students.
our resources" and "to deterThe shorter sessions, she said,
mine the future needs'' of the
students. It also cuts down long allow the center to handle more
students and refer them to the
waiting lists.
Johnson said last semester 56 specific type of counseling they
percent of the 320 students who · require.
visited a counselor at the center
The center offers 25 workshops
and groups- ranging from gay
were there on a one-time basis.
Another 19 percent came only issues to career exploration, plus
four to sii times.
a wide range of individual counBecause of the large number of seling.
The new system will enable the
students who had just one appointpersonnel of the center to spend
ment, . Johnson said, the center
more time on projects, such as
the test-anxiety workshops
currently held around mid-terms
and finals time, according to
Johnson.
It also gives each counselor the
opportunity to schedule and
emergency hour during the day
when students with problems
needing immediate consideration
' can make an appointment.
"A student with a pressing
problem caff usually be
scheduled for one of the counselor's emergency hours," Johnson said. "It can usually be done
on the same day .."
.
':('9m puBois, . c;lirector of the
center, said the new system for
firs Hime · stude'n't s, who are
called "intakes,·,,· will make the
center more aware of "what's
going on with the students."
"Now we can see everyone who
wants an appointment hopefully
within a week or a week and a
half," DuBois said.

"That way, people who have a
more immediate Situation don't
have to wait in line behind
someone who has been thinking
about ~ming .in for two years.''
DuBois said even with the new
system waiting lines are
inevitable during the more
strenuous times of the semester
such as finals and mid-terms. But
Theater junk at the dumpster near Johnson Theater. now the center will have an idea
(Jonathan Blake photo)
of which students should be given
priority because of more serious
l lr.
.., .,
,problem$. . , .
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Candidates Anderson, Baker each attr8ct 600
More listen

Sen. Baker

to Anderson

talks about

this ti1ne

econo1ny

By Joel Brown

By Paul Keegan

l

Republican Presidential CanRepublican candidate Sen.
didate John B. Anderson said he
Howard Baker put to rest last
was "literally thrilled" with a
night complaints that intershowing of approximately 600
national crises have prevented
for his campaign appearance
the discussion of domestic issues
Wednesday, nearly twenty times
during the current Presidential
as large a crowd as last greeted
campaign.
him here three months ago.
The Tennessee Senator an- Anderson, a 10-term Illinois
swered specific questions in the
Congressman, gave a 15-minute
w
MUB on energy and the economy.
speech and answered more than
"I don't think that I have in this
an hour of questions in the Strafcampaign, on Meet The Press or
ford Room of the MUB.
the Iowa debate, ever had a
The candidate's campus camchance to talk in such detail,"
paign organization, which two
Baker, said in his summary
weeks ago consisted of a single
remarks.
volunteer, signed up more than 40
The forum was sponsored by
students after Anderson's apthe UNH chapter of Omicron
pearance.
Delta Epsilon (an economics
Anderson said he hopes to
honor society), and featured
assemble a coalitio11 of indepenquestions from a five-member
dent progressive Republicans,
panel of professors a!ld studen~
and disaffected Democrats, and
from the Whittemore School of
began his speech by quoting from
Business ·and
Economics
a New Hampshire column by
(WSBE). There were five adPaul Keegan which suggested he
.ditional questions from the
might be the man for students.
audience.
The dapper, white-haired An- Presidential hopefuls John Anderson (left) and Howard Baker (right) presented their camA standing-room crowd of 600
derson broke no new ground in ·paign styles to UNH students this week. (Jonathan Blake photos)
,appeared for the event, which
.
his speech, strongly restating his
was intended to be a platform for
indictments of Jimmy Carter and
"questions only on the national
his own Republican opponents,
economy,'' but which spilled over
and defending his platform
into such issues as women's
against student's questions.
rights and the possible boycott of
Anderson drew applause when
the 1980 Moscow Olympics.
he ·said, "the real strength of
Baker's basic economic policy
America is not in the B-1 bomber,
is to balance the budget with a
or the neutron bomb, or the MX
constitutional
amendment,
missile; the real strength of this
provide a.30 percent income tax
country is at home."
cut and "create incentives to
newspapers, flyers, ·and pe>sters organization) brought in the create new wealth" in the
He attacked President Carter's By Kevin Sullivan
State of the Union message for
The Student Activity Fee Coun- around campus and on the Kari- hypnotist, but he was more enter:- economy.
tainment than anything else.
addressing domestic issues only ell (SAFC) has approved a $3150 Van.
asked by Terence Tracy,
The largest percentage of the Also, we'll be talking about a lot a When
in the last ten minutes.
operating grant for the newly
junior economics major and
"The president has wrapped formed Parapsychology ✓ Club, grant, $1800, will be used for of fields people probably _d idn't member of the panel, how he
himself in the folds of foreign according to SAFC chairman programming, Gans said. The know existed." ·
to do this while ingroup plans to schedule guest - "We're not a guru- group," she proposes
policy and is ignoring the Dave Coldren.
creasing defense spending,
speakers,
with
recognized
said. "We're a combination of • Baker replied: "The answer is
domestic issues we face here at
The organization, approved by
home,'' Anderson said. But, he the Student Senate last semester, backgrounds in the field of science, philosophy, and theology not to cut more slices of the same
added, that he supports Carter's must now have its funding ap- parapsychology, along with their .and we try to present a well- pie, but bake a bigger pie.
regular lectures, workshops, and rounded viewpoint." ,
actions against the Soviet Union proved by the Senate on Sunday.
"We simply have to restrqcture
"We're goint to use some of the the tax system and the regulatory
in response to the invasion of
According to Patrice Gans, seminars.
.to
"The
first
person
we
want
money, about $200, to subscribe structure so that we can create
Afghanistan, including Carter's president of the Parapsychology
proposed Olympic boycott.
Club, the funds will enable the get," Gans s-aid, "is Dr. Carlos to publications such as "Journal new wealth", Baker said. "This
Anderson received scattered club to "get through to the entire Osis from the American· Society and Newsletter from the includes having a significant
cheers as well as applause when student body" by bringing in of Psychic Research in New American Society for Psychic reduction in taxes to encourage
he said, his voice rising, "I do not various guest speakers and lee- York. He specialized in out-of- Research," "The Journal of productivity.".
body experiences and Extra Sen- Para_psycholo_gy," "Science '80,"
concede that the weakness of this turers.
On energy, Baker said nuclear
and ''The UFO Reporter,'' she power must play a part in the
country lies in inadequate armed
The increased capital, Gans sory Perception (ESP)."
Gans
said
the
club
plans
to
forces .· .. registration for the Sll.id, will help the group function
said.
draft is just another symbolic more efficiently and with less have specialists from various
CLUB FUNDS, page 17
BAKER, page 8
fields, such as Dr. Joseph Long
measure, unless it is a step along confusion.
-.
.
who
works
with
anthropology
in
toward reinstating the draft,
"Before we became an
which I do not-believe we need in organization," Gans said, "we parapsychology, and another
peacetime."
were funded .by, the Senate ,specialist from Princeton, New
"It is dangerous t0 the peace of Programming Fund. They gave Jersey, in the field of mind drugs.
"With this money," Gans said,
the world " Anderson said "if we us $40 last spring and about $250
let war psychosis take o~er the last fall, so you see ~ is a big "we'll be able to plan things way
in advance so we can run more
_country."
-- step."
"George Bush believes in the
The 15-member group hopes to efficiently. It's hard to ask people
winnability of nuclear war " he use about $400 of the grant to rent to come speak if you aren't sure
L. Jay Oliva, one of the finalists being considered for the UNH
added. "I do not."
'
an office in the MUB and install a you'll be able to pay them."
presidency, has withdrawn his candidacy. Colin Bull of Ohio State
Gans emphasized that the
The only issue on which Ander- telephone. Gans said this would
University has been named to replace him as th~ seventh finalist.
son's stance did not receive ap- enable the group to set up regualr group is a scientifically based
Oliva, vice-president for academic affairs at New York Univerorganization.
"We're
bringing
in
plause was nuclear power, which office hours and be more acsity, "gave us n~ specific reasons" for his withdra~al. !,lCCOrdin~
people who are educational and
he endorses, albeit cautiously.
cessable to the students.
to Maynard Heckel, executive ~ of the Presidential Search
The congressman said he supAnother $700 of the grant, Gans scientific," she said. ",:rhey're
cmnmittee.
.
·
said will be used for publicity in not entertainers."
MUSO
Oliva was scheduled to vi&it campus next week.
CANDIDATE, page 5 ·
the 'form of ads in the local (Memorial Union Student
The.first candidate on campus will be Evelyn Handler of City
University of New York, who will be in Durham Feb. 10 through
13.
_
·
The Search Committee named the seven finalists two weeks
ago. Each candidate will visit campus before the new president is
chosen.
Bull is dean of the College of Mathematics and Physical Sciences at Ohio State. "He was among the top group (of canThe price of soft drinks, candy, machines across the state.
didates),'' Heckel said.
that contract was renewed
ice cream and other food in UNH
"It's not an across-the-board
Bull has been at Ohio State since 1961, when he joined the Inearlier this month.
vending machines will soon be increase," · Congdon said.
stitute
of Polar Studies as a research assistant. In 1965 he became
The
contract
was
renewed
with
raised to meet the cost of "Pastries will be going up five
director of the institute.
the projected price hike.
producing and packaging of the cents, as well as soft drinks,,some
"We don't have unilateral
He was named the chairman of Ohio State's department of
products.
geology in 1969. He assumed his ~urrent position in 1972. ·
and nuts."
authority to charge what we
According to Chris Congdon of candy
The University System Board
wish " Congdon said. "But we
A graduate of the University of Birmingham, where he earned
T & S Enterprises, Inc., ManTrustees awarded the vending
hav~ to keep our profit margin.''
his doctorate in physics in 1951, Bull was a post-doctoral fellow at
chester, N.H., the price of most of
to T & S Enterprises in
"Because we have a 'captive'
the department of geology and geophysics at the University of
foods will be 2oing up five cents contract
of 1976, taking away the contype audience at UNH," he said,
Cambridge from 1951 througfi 1955.
because of the rising costs of July
"we feel an obligation to the ,
tract from UNH Auxiliary EnterBull was senior lecturer in physics at Victoria University in
products the company buys, prises.
students to keep our prices as low
New Zealand before going to Ohio State.
producing their own products,
Kendra Maroon, chairperson of
as possible while keeping within
~ wil} v.ii,d,t catqpus .~arch 2-5.
and the operating costs of geftin'g the Residential Life Committee
that
margin."
those products ~~ the vending of the UNH Student Senate, said

$3150 granted

SAFC approves· club's funding

Finalist ·Withdraws;
replacen1ent chosen

Vending prices are hiked
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KOLODNY
continued from page 1
Brown gain tenure.
· Although the Professional
Standards Committee (PSC)
upheld the grievance in
February. 1979. then-UNH
President Eu_gene ~ills took ~o
action against Spitz. Mills said
Spitz's actions - were "appropriate" as dean, even though
"extraordinary."

~

Last summer, the University
System Board of Trustees,
followin2 the recommendation of
Mills, . 8!'anted Brown tenure in
the University and was appointed
an associate professor of
Political Science and an
associate
professor
of
Humanities.
·
It was decided that Brown
would split his time equally between the two subjects. Political
Science chairman David Larson
said the unusual arrangement
was related to the Spitz controversy, bul declined to
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elaborate.
Although University Counsel
Joseph Millimet has refused to
supply Gertner with the Brown
file, Spitz said he had no objection
to the file being brought to the
court's attention because, he
said, it makes clear why his in·
tervention was needed in the
case.
· "It was my view that the
judgements which were being
made about the candidate
(Brown) were not being made for
professional reasons," Spitz said
in an interview Tuesday.
But Associate Professor David
Moore, one of the grievants, said
"Spitz is bluffing.
"The notion that there is
anything in the file that will
justify his intervention was
totally rejected by tbe PSC.'' said
Brown. "He's simply bluffing to
keep himself covered for as long
as he can.''
Gertner said she will ask the
court to order Millimet to supply
the file ''in the next couple of
weeks." She said she believes the
court will honor that request.
Millimet, who declined to
speculate on the likelihood of a
court order, said he refused to
supply the documents because,
"I don't think the Brown case has
anything to do with the Kolodny
case."
The policy of the University
System is that personnel files can
only be made available to faculty
members · and administrators
"properly involved in the making
of personnel decisions and
evaluations." .
Gertner, however, said "I can't
imagine that presenting a
problem." and believes she can
justify its relevance to the case.
Gertner said she would agree to
a protective order that would
make the files confidential during
the pre-trial period. But she said
she would fight any effort to keep
the file off the public record once
the trial begins in June.
Ge~tner also. lef~ ~pen

possibility that sne might request
transcripts of statements made
and evid~nce · offered · at the
hearings of tlie PSC, .which heard
testimony from both the griev. ants and Spitz, last winter.
In a November 15, 1979, letter
to Interim UNH President Jere
Chase obtained by The New
Hampshire, Spitz's attorney,
David Nixon said he would sue if
the hearings were published
because they "would be
irreparably
damaging
to
}?rofessor Spitz personally and
'. professionally. If such publica,tion occurs, immediae litigation
will follow."
In the grievance, Spitz was
charged with attempting to
blackmail Associate Professor
John Kayser into supporting
Brown's tenure with a letter
about Kayser's personal life, and
threatening the other grievants
with "serious and negative consequences" if they did not support Brown.
The PSC, in its Feb. 7, 1979,
decision, concluded that, "in
general, the Dean did not contest
the substance of these facts." The
report was confidential at the
time, but was leaked to The New
Hampshi, eon March 1.
Spitz, however, denies , the
PSC's assertion that he did not
contest the allegations in the
hearings, the transcripts of which
have remained confidential.
Gertner said she will decide
about making a request for the
records of those hearings after
reviewin~ the Brown file.
Kolodny's attorney also said
she wruld "love to" have Spitz t.estify in the trial to explain why he
involved himself in the Brown
case.
"This question has come up in
the past when I was deposed by
Kolodny's attorney," said Spitz,
who said he has filed two
depositions. "I tried to answer
~at quest!~n ~s best I could. But

KOLODNY, page 7
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CANDIDATE
. continued from page 3

YOUR BEST

currently on the drawmg_ board
-if they satisfy the recommenda;tio~s 9f the dK~fm~?Y .Ct~mm1ss10n -- an 1 ex1s mg
technology" for the safe storage
~~~~clear waste is put into pracStudent response to Anderson's

t:~

All Year Round

·=:::=·
:::::::
:::::::
·•:::•·
::::=::
::):

And Enjoy The Comfort Of

Jjua~~~ {~::

~~~~ina~~ati!:vgr ma
womens' and gay rights, and=:::::= ·
alternative, regional energy ::.:-::
sources, was warm and en- ::=:=::
thusiastic.
==:=:==
Anderson repeatedly returned::.:-::
to attacking Jimmy Carter, :•:::•:
describing him as "trying to be a=:::::= .
born again leader with his macho ::.:-::
State of the Union message,":·=:=·:
which drew laughter and -ap: =:::::=
plause from the crowd.
::.:-::
Other Anderson positions were::===::
more unusual, such as his=:::::=
suggestion that America's mass:::::::
transportation industry is "hung .:·=·:.
up on fixed-rail transit."
==:: ==
"America produces 5000 buses:=:-:::
a year," Anderson said. "The:::=:::
countries of Western Europe ·=:::=·

NOW
ONLY

FRIDAY, February 1

M
==:: ==

LAST DAY TO ADD WITHOUT DEAN'S APPROVAL
AND WITHOUT $10 LATE ADD FEE.
LAST DAY TO SUBMIT REQUEST TO THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE TO TAKE COURSE WITHOUT GRADE.
MEN'S TRACK: Fitchburg State, Paul Sweet Oval, Field
House, 3 p.m.
THIRD ANNUAL DANCE-A-THON: Forty-eight hours of
continuous music and dancing to benefit the Kidney Foundation. Dance-a-thon begins at 6 p.m. on Friday, February 1
in the Granite State Room of the Memorial Union·and continues until 6 p.m. on Sunday, February 3. Come and cheer
on the dancers! Admission is $.SO at the door. Grand prize
of a week in Bermuda will be awarded at 5:45 p.m. on Sunday evening. Sponsored by Hetzel Hall.
CONTRA DANCE FOR CONTRA ENERGY: Putnam
Pavilion, 8 p.m.-12 midnight. Admission $2. This is a
benefit for the N .H. Energy Coalition, an organziation
promoting the development of renewable energy in N .H.
Sponsored by the UNH Energy Coalition.
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like this."
One student a '5ked Anderson if
being a memb1'r o.· the party
which nominated Barry Goldwater and Richard Nixon would
call for a moderation in his
positions if he received the
,nomination.
. "i hesitate· to say 'Trust me',"
Anderson said, in a final dig at
Carter. "We have an all-toorecent example of just how
meaningful that phrase is."

Dartillouth
DARTMOUTH

continued from page 2

"an armed truce." Near the end
of February the Dartmouth
Board of Trustees will meet to
discuss the situation, and then,
Joyner said, "the sparks will
fly."
Robert B. Graham, director of
news service at Dartmouth,
compared the cause of the breakdown in relations with the movie
"Animal House." One of the triauthors of that movie was an active member in a Dartmouth
fraternity years ago.
Graham is in favor of the switch to a co-educational fraternity
system at Dartmouth, and he
cites that, for the first time in
history, the vice president of the
Dartmouth IFC is a woman.

campus calendar ·
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SATU RDAV, February 2
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK: Bates and Bowdoin, Paul
Sweet Oval, Field House, 1 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING: Vermont, Swasey Pool, Field House,
2p.m.

SUNDAY, February 3

Tired of the cold?
head for spring break in

BERMUDA
from only $275

March 8-15 (Sat. - Sat.)
March 22 ,- 29 (Sat.-Sat.)

price includes
round trip airfare
8 days and 7 nites lodging
transfers and harbor cruise
all taxes and gratuities
daily continental breakfast
4 beach parties and lunches
welcome party with complimentary beer
GUARANTEED lowest prices

SPACE IS LIMITED. DON;T WAITI
Write or call for _free brochure:
ADVENTURES INTRAVEL, Group Sales Dept.
1200 Post Road East
Westport, Conn. 06880
(203) 226-7421
or contact your campus representative
Dave Holtzman., WIiiiamson rm. 343; 862-3244
Adventures In Travel Is A~erlca's largest operator of college trips
to Bermuda.

JERRY BROWN JOG-A-THON: Show support for issues
and have some fun. All interested in participating are asked
to meet in front of the MUB at 12 noon. Reception to follow
in the Strafford Room of the MUB. Question and answer
period with members of the campaign. Sponsored by
Students for Brown.
·
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION I VOLLEYBALL JAMBOREE
(MEN'S): Lundholm Gymnasium, Fie~d House, from 1-6
p.m.
FORUM FOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES: Presidential ·candidates and their representatives will discuss gay
rights and other human rights issues. .Carroll-Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 2 p.m. Sponsored by the UNH
Women's Center and the N.H. Coalition of Lesbians and
Gay Men.
MUSO FILM SERIES: Double feature: "Modern Times,"
starring Charlie Chaplin, and "Metropolis," starring Brigitte
Helm and Gustav Frolich. Both films are classic social
satires. Strafford Room, Memorial Union. ONE showing at
7 p.m. Intermission. Admission $.75 or MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.50
cover charge.

MONDAY, February 4
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM SERIES: "Love It Life a Fool,"
and "A Wedding in the Family." Coos Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m.
MUSO PRESENTS: Barry Commoner, noted environmentalist. Dr. Commoner will discuss nuclear power, its alternatives and consequences. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, February 5

Good luck to thi~
week's dancers from
the uppercut

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Medieval World
View," William R. Jones, History. Richards Auditorium,
Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
FILM AND LECTURE ON SOLAR THERMAL
TECHNOLOGY: Featuring Professor Manasse, Electrical
Engineering. Film will demonstrate the technology, and the
lecture will feature Professor Manasse's conclusions.
Kingsbury 251, from 1-2 p.m.
The "Campus Calendar" appears in each issue ofThe New
Hampshire: Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.

When you're done dancing treat yourself to a
relaxing shampoo
at the uppercut
Main St. Durham

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and ·-distributed -sem· ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 15 ,
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
ho,..rs: Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham;
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co.,
Rochester, N.H.
'
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"SUPPORTGROUPFORRETURNINGSTUDENTS: In
need of support and encouragement to pursue your
educational and career plans? Want to meet people with
concerns similar to yours? Call Cynthia Shar 862-2090.
ALL DAY WORKSHOP ON LEARNING FROM
SIMULATION: Featuring Betty Faucette, guest
speaker. This workshop will focus on the learning which
results from participation in simulations and on various
ways of evaluating that learning. Saturday, February
23, New England Center, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Admission
$10. For more information, please call John Chaltas, 8621796. Sponsored by the Teaching Resource Center and
Computer Services.
THE UNH CHAMBER CHORUS IS SEEKING MEMBERS. Course No. 442 meets Tuesday and Thursday,
3:10-4:30 p.m. One credit. Anyone interested should
come to rehearsal in Room M135, PCAC, or see Dr. Wing
inM126.
PINBALL WIZARD COMPETITION: Friday,
February 8th at 7 :00 p.m. at the Memorial Union Games
Area. $2.00 registration fee. Open to faculty, students,
and staff. Games free - Trophy to the winner. To sign up
see Stan Copeland, Games area, MUB.
-

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
BAHAI FIRESIDE: Friday, February 1 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Rockingham Room of the Memorial Union.
Discussion open to all interested in the tenets of the
Bahai Faith. Tonight's theme: The Oneness of Mankind.
UNH PREVETERINARY CLUB MEETING: Tuesday,
February 5, Kendall/202, at 7: 30 p.m. General meeting
with film, "A Degree of Importance." Discussion of
Spring Field trips and fund raising activities.
FFA COLLEGIATE MEETING: Tuesday, February 5,
Palmer House, at, 7:00 p.m. First meeting of the
semester. All welcome.

Anderson speaks_o~t
V

PARAPSYCHOLOGY
CLUB
NUMEROLOGY
WORKSHOP: Monday, February 4, in the Rockingham
Room of the Memorial Union Building at8:30p.m.
INTERV ARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Friday, February 1, McConnell 218 at 7:30
p.m. Time of fellowship, singing, and sharing.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB WEEKLY MEETING: Wednesday, February 6 at 8:00 p.m. in the Granite State
Room. Jugglers of all abilities from beginners to experts, who ~re int~r.ested in learning, improving,
teacbiml, and performing are urged to attend.
THE UNH CHAPTER OF ASCE will be having a
meeting for Civil Engineers and others who are interested on Tuesday, February 5, Kingsbury 230 at 1:00
p.m. The topic of discussion will oc "The Installation
and Use of Corrugated Steel Pipe." Included will be a
slide presentation. Refreshments will be served.

academic
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: MIC
(Macro Interpreted Commands) provides a facility for
storing monitor and user mode commands in a disk file,
thereby providing batch-like operation for timesharing
users. This course meets Monday, February 4 at 4:00
p.m. in Kingsbury M227. For registration, call 862-2323,
or stop by Kingsb~ Mill at least one day in advance.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE:
RUNOFF - This course will explain the RUNOFF text
formatting program which can be used to prepare
documents, handouts, papers, theses, resumes, or
similar materials. The course assumes no previous exposure to RUNOFF. It does assume some familiarity
with a teict editor, i.e., TECO or SOS. This course will
meet on Wednesday, February 6 at 2:00 p.m. in
Kingsubry 303. Registration information listed above.

ANDERSON

continued from page 1

Anderson also said he opposed
Construction Works In Progress
(CWIP) charges.
"I believe that the stockholders
have the responsibility of bearing
the financial burden of fixed
capital investment that is made
by a private utility,'' he said.
Asked if he would consider the
vice-presidedial nomination,
Anderson responded with an emphatic "no." Balancing the ticket
is the old politics Anderson said
he was compaigning against ..
"I woold rather do other fhi¥,"
hesaid.
- ·
Anderson said he has seriously
considered a woman as a running
mate and pointed out that his
New Hampshire campaign is run
by a woman.
George Bush's victory in the
Iow_a caucus's _didn't surprise

~*******************-**********~
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-JERRY BROWN
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Feb. 7: LOVE ON THE RUN

*

•

•
_ _Directed by Francois Truffaut
. .UB STRAFFORD ROOM
.UNDAYS $.75

•
7&9 p.m . •
THURSDAYS $1.00

Sunday, Feb. 3rd 12: 00 at MUB

*

••

Starring Charles Chaplin
METROPOLIS Directed by Fritz Lang
Starring Brigette Helm and Gustav Frolich
-Double Feature, one show only

JOG-A-THO N

t

*;
*

* any distance½ mile to 20 around
. : campus. Support the issues:
;
consumer protection
;
* women's rights
*
no nuk~s !
;
; reception afterward in strafford rm. 12-4
information, question and answer period
: with members of Brown campaign

•

Feb. 3: MODERN TIMES/METROPOLIS
MODERN TIMES Directed by Charles Chaplin

.

Anderson considering the staff,
money, and television advertising Bush had used.
Anderson who got 4.1 percent of
the vote with the Republican
debate virtually his only compaign appearance said he didn't
think the results in Iowa were
that important.
''I felt with the coalition I'm
trying to build of independents, of
disaffected Democrats and
Republicans, that I could do best
in the kind of environment that is
provided here in New Hampshire
and in other states that have open
primaries," he said.
"As far as Mr. Bush is concerned, I differ with him on the
Pariama Canal treaties, I differ
with him on the SALT II treaty,
and I differ with him on his whole
approach to defense spending,''
Anderson said. "He endorses
every single new weapon system
the Pentagon has wanted in the
last 10 to 15 years."

555 Qmtr&l Ave., Dover 742-4488
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Sponsored by MUSO and _Students
Concerrz'ed about World Hunger

John Keegflln and Family
speak,of the-(r fxperiences w#h

RINGDAYS .
.

;..---··•···,

PEACE CORPS and
CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES
in
THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES
-- · -

Tuesday & Wednesday
February 5 & 6
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Outside the Strafford Roo~

with slideshow
Feb~ 3,·7 p.m. Senate Merrimack Rm.
MUB

FREE ADMISSION

-----------------~.:-=c==-----------
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Kolodriy
KOLODNY
continued from page 4
tnere reauy is no need to go
beyond the written review of how
the evaluations were carried out
(contained in the Brown file) to
understand why my involvement
was justified.''
. Moore said the June trial could
"force Dean Spitz into the open.
Then it will be clear to everyone
that he did do everything we
charged him with'- and that the
PSC WJlS right. It will remove any
cloud of doubt that might still
linger over this case, and i\ may
bring some behind-the-scenes
talk that will convince him his
usefulness to the University is
long-since gone."
Gertner said the Brown file
was an "important item," in her
case. But it was only one of
several tenure files she is
requesting.
The Motion for Order Compelling Discovery requests that
the University counsel provide a
total of 17 items, including the
tenure file of English Professor
Karl Diller, documents relating
to the selection and appointment
of Associate English Professor
Gary Lindberg, the promotion

PAGE SEVEN

file of Associate English compare it with how Annette
the extension was so Gertner
could include the Brown tenure
Professor Michael Deporte, and Kolodny was treated."
The deadline for gathering preother personnel files, memorancase in her lawsuit. The extensiort
. trial testimony and evidence was
dums and other documents.
was requested in early March,
Gertner said she hasn't yet originally October, 1978, but last , during the same week the conreceived _all the requested March, Gertner was granted an
fidential report of the PSC was
documents. But she doesn't ex- extension for the pre-trial period,
leaked to the press and the Spitz
pect any resistance in getting any which will end when the trial
affair went public for the first
begins in June.
time. .
of them, except the Brown file.
Gertner said the extension was
'' All comparisons of tenure
Kolodny came to UNH as an
cases are.equally as important to requested because the denial of · assistant professor of English in
Kolodny's tenure in June of 1978,
Her
1974.
us," said Gertner.
September,
discrimination grievances against
"It is not our intention to replay had changed the case drastically
the University began in 1976 when
the Warren .Brown affair, but ~Il_Q_ m.o..re time was needed fo
comparison is the name of the gather evidence.
she filed a complaint with the
But sources indicate another
game. We want to uncover the
New Hampshire Commission of
treatment given white males and reason, per~aps the main one, for
Rights.
_.. Human
....

..

The Commission found the
English department_"to have _a
long history of non-advanc~ment
."'·
for female employees." ·
In 1977,_the Equal. E~ployment
Opport~ty ~omm1ss1on support·
ed those fmdin~.
Kolodny's original suit against
the University was filed in June,1977, claiming discrimination in
areas concerning hiring, salary
and promotions.
Kolodny was denied tenure in
June, 1978 and in August of that
year her case was amended to inelude charges of discrimination
in the tenure procedure as well.

MEET THE MEN OF SIGMA NU
We invite all men

to open rush at
Delta Zeta Sorority
25 Ma.dbury Rd.
Time: 8-11
Feb.5
F()od & Refreshments
will be served

The fraternit for individua ls

COOL

AID

Semester II

Introduc tory Meeting
Our special!ies include homemade breads,
chowders and soups.
All sandwiches on homemade bread.
29 Main Street
Durham

(across from the Durham Post Office)
868-5151
Now Open:

11 a.m.--2 a.m.

Anyone interested in joining
please come!

SUNDAY, FEB. 3 rd
7 -8.p.m.
Carroll - Belknap Room
(room 307 - 308)

MUB
..
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walk~in

or
Hairstyling

appointment

omzr~
ONU · E _
868-7051

. Hours Mon.-8at.
29MainSt. ·
· Durham

9-5:30

Tues. & Fri. Eve. til 7

OYSTER

BAR

FRESHLY SHUCKED OYSTERS
CHERRYSTONE CLAMS

25¢
.20¢

ea.
ea.

PLU$
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
EVERY THURSDAY ·& FRIDAY

4:30-6:30;

WILDWOOD LOUNGE
THE,NEV/ ENGLAND CENTER
STRAFFORD AVENUE
DURHAM N.H.

percent since 1964. The cost of nuclear power plants has gone up
Seabrook has gone up from it the same amount as fossil fuel
orhzinal cost of $970 million to plants, so l think the social
BAKER
Q'{~r $,2.5 billion,_ the student safd, arguments are more important
and consumers often have to bear than the economic ones."
continued from page 3
the cost in their electric rates.
On other energy issues, Baker
country's energy policy until the
"You don't get to win this one " said he favors decontrol of oil
end of the century. He said he joked Baker in reply. "I get to couoled with a strong windfall
would combine that with increase win this one.
i,rofits tax. He said ,ffe is opproduction of domestic oil and
"Nuclear power is not the most posed to the plan offered by
gas anci an acceieration of syn- efficient energy source invented. . Democratic.-candidate Sen. Edthetic fuel development to reduce They are big, expensive, ward Kennedy (D-Mass) Monday
our dependence on foreign oil.
frightening, and they may be un- to immediately impose gasoline
. Junior economics major Jean tenable. But they were invented, rationin2. .
Dailey received sustained ap- and we have rµade a commit''The trouble ,with rationing is
plause when her question pointed ment to them."
,
that after it is implemented, it
out their costs have risen 1000 - In general, I think the cost of creates dislocation in the
economy and does more harm
than good. I don't think we should
A New Dimension in Cinema Luxur
create shortages, then impose a
FOUR EXCITING THEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF ;
system of rationing. I did vote,
however ,--vote--for standby
Matinees Daily
rationing ~uthorization for the
present, if real shortages occur.''
Baker also said he was against
a controversial proposal by
Republican candidate John Anderson Qf Illinois to imoose a 50
cents per gallon gasoline tax.
''It's an uneven tax," naker
said. "In states like Tennessee
and here in New Hampshire
where there is no public transpor- ·
tation, it is unfair to the commuter."
Baker, a
moderate republican fo a heavily Democratic state .of Tennessee, is
the Senate minority }£;ader,
making him the highest elected
Republican in office;
In response to the opening
question about his view of the
decline in American's savings
Baker said he favors exempting
savings from federal income tax . It is a "key issue" he s~id
because the average savings rate
of 4.1 percent is the lowest this
century. And he said this contributes to making the U.S. less
economically competitive with ·
other countries.
Baker called for "intensive
review" of federal -regul~tion, ·
especially environmental rules
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200
which are out-dated.

B ft k er

1

CINE 1 ·2·3·4

BAKER, page 16

DANCE ~ ,A ---- THO.N

CHOMP.·
TheE.J.

Hetzel,Hall proudly presents its 3rd annual 48 hour
DANCE -A- THON to benefit the
Kidney Foundation - N.H. affiliate

Hot ham and cold turkey,

meltoo. provolone, :rrucyc,
cranberry sauce, lettuce,
and tomato.

l'&Ntt04

"'

Fri. •Sat. atl:00
Mon- llulot 7:SO

TREE OF
WOODEN CLOGS
..

.C'C>MINQ NEXT

NOSFERATU M VAMPIM

E M LOEWS

CN\XC,
QIA, 436-S]JQ
!N lO WN 1-'QR T~M OU TH

DISCOUNT
PRICES

6:30&8:45

Fri. - Sat. -sun. p11ee1

ADULT Sll .50-F AM IL Y'$3.00

·STARTING FRIDAY FEB 1 at 6 p.m.
THRU SUNDAY FEB 3
GRANITE STATE ROOM, MUB
"Come cheer on the dancers"
"COME DANCE YOURSELF"

5: 45 Sunday will be the a warding of the
GRAND PRIZE to the winning couple,

. \ 50¢ donation at the door.

ONE WEEK IN BERMUDA

.U..AND UNDER $1.()0
PrlcMMon::lhun. .75-FAMILY $1.50

CuessWho's
Back?

I,.&••····®
~AMI--AL
lfAfteJl&I.

·••"'·
A UNIVERSAL RE-RELEASE

~
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COnSitleriI\g Rush this semester ?

OPEN RUSH

Which Frater~ity Offers:
-A strong.broth erhood 7
-A unique and diverse group of
brothers 7
-An excellent social atmosphere 7
-· Individual growth instead of
stifling peer groups

Meet the brothers of

Alpha Tau.Om ega
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha invite you
to rush.
Monday 8 - 10 Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
5 Strafford Ave.
Wednesday 8 - 10

and Find Out
All men are invited to
OPEN RUSH
Tues., Feb. 5 8-l0p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 7 8 -10 p. m.

Pilte THE Fraternity

75 Main St.
Durham

Tunes

868-9830
Refreshments

II seniors II

Don't Waste Any Time
Feb. 5&6 will be the last
days to have your portra it
. ·taken for the 1980 GRANITE.
COme in to sign up NOW
MUBr m.125
hours are posted

2-1292

, ii

'
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========editorials
Kari-Van should, look to future
With skyrocketing gasoline prices and the country's need to conserve energy, it's time for UNH' s
Kari-Van Transit System to look to the future.
Many of UNH's more than 5000 commuter
students live in Concord, Exeter, Manchester,
Rochester, and southeastern New Hampshire.
Each day these students drive to UNH using
precious gasoline. They then struggle to find
parking spaces.
The administration should consider expanding
the Kari-Van System to those towns and areas.
Admittedly, this isn't something the administration should jump into blindly, but it is an
important possibility.
Students who commute from those towns
would be willing to save monev on gasoline and
wear and tear on their cars for the price of a

semester Kari-Van pass. Most importantly they
would be conserving energy.
The distance to the town should be no problem.
The Kari-Van makes 80-minute round trips to
Hampton each day. None of the places listed is
more than a 90-minute round trip.
There would be other advantages besides
energy conservation if the Kari-Van expanded to
these communities.
·
The ever-present campus parkin~ problem
could be helped because the fewer people driving
into Durham the fewer people there are competing
for parking spaces.
Students who live in the areas the Kari-Van
might serve· could be prompted to live at home ,if a
UNH bus was available to them. This could ease
UNH' s housing crunch.
From an aesthetic standpoint out-of-state

students would have a chance to mor e easily check
out some of what New Hampshire has to offer in
diverse towns such as Concord and Exeter. They
wouldn't be confined to the Durham area.
This will not come about in a year. Studies
need to be done. And more than the current $75
million in federal funds the system receives would
have to be sought. A larger maintenance crew
would be needed, more drivers, and more administrators.
The Kari-Van has proven to be a reliable transportation system since its inception in 1973. It has
grown 300 percent in the last three years and it
·serves 1500 to 209() people per day.
It's tipie for the administration and the KariVan System to fook to the future to better serve
the student and to conserve energy.

letters
two-thirds of the supply of oil would
cause. The draft doesn't make me feel
good. I'm· afraid of war, of dying, of
seeing friends die, and of killing To the Editor:
someone else. But I'm also afraid of
I would like to commend Aaron
losing my right to democracy and Sakovich for his subtly powerful anticapitalism. I'm not trying to advocate draft letter which appeared in
reinstating the draft at this point; it's Tuesday's The New Hampshire. His
not necessary now. But I am in favor display of irony and wit was doubtof being ready for the time that it may lessly appreciated by all your thoughtbe needed and the way to do this is ful readers.
through registration.
Like a fox, Aaron expressed his
Now there is the problem of the draft dismay over the planned anti-draft
and whether or not it would be ra1ly, and event intended for connecessary j.f Afghanistan escalates. I cerned students a-nd faculty. Imthink so. I consider myself a fairly
mediately following was the hilarious
typical person and I know for a fact non-sequitur "I can see that apathy
that I would never join the armed for- still exists."
ces unless drafted; and even then I
Tongue in cheek, he claimed that
would have to think about it. But at these concerned citizens do not realize
that point I would have to make a what freedom is or how lucky they are
decision. Faced with two evils, to have it. He said that they don't know
mustn't every man choose? I think so,
that "Freedom is a precious thing that
but without the draft I would never not many people on this planet have."
have made that choice. ·
To preserve this freedom, he implied
Again, I will not join the military
that our young should be forcibly conunless forced but if drafted I may. I'll scripted into military service under
do it for myself, for my family, for my threat of imprisonment. Once in
friends, and not necessarily for my uniform, they are trained to kill those
country as such, but for my way of life.
people who don't have freedom, should
President Carter isn't talking about it become necessary.
another Vietnam but a potentially
Aaron's wit and insight peak in his
very serious threat. It's sad when fifth paragraph. He said "There are
groups like Students Against the Draft
those in this world that would like to
(SAD) form but I think it would be
take away your freedom ... there are
more sad if they weren't allowed to
those that have the power to do so.
form and voice their opinions. I hope
They preach peace, but practice
that Carter really hasn't "scared his violence; they say that they live in
countrymen more than the Russians." harmonv. but exile and suppress those
•U he has, good ol' America is in a heck. who think
for themselves." I've
of a lot more trouble internally that it seldom read such stinging political
is externally.
David Elliott
satire on our own government.

The draft
To the Editor:
I would like to address the editorial
entitled "Carter made a Mistake" and
the newsbrief "Protest March" which
appeared in the Janua~y -~ J§iY~Each concerned a question that is on
the minds of a lot of students, namely
the draft and whether or not it will be
required to register. "It appears to me
that at this time people are getting upset, not about the registration, but at
the possibility of that leading to the
draft and they themselves being drafted.
At this time, the United States is
facing one of the most dangerous external c)lallenge in our ·h istory.
Afghanistan, aside from being forcibly
overrun by Russia, is now a stepping
stone to the Persian Gulf and
America's critical supply of oil. "01'
Jimmy has had a change of heart" is
true, but the Russians are the ones
who forced it. At this point there isn't
much else to do to get the Russians
thinking about their actions but by the
United States drawing a line and
saying we're ready for you if you ctoss
the line.
But who is "we"? We are Americans
who wish to retain our American way
of life. I have no wish to see my family
and friends overrun by Communism;
either outright or through economics,
which control the Persian Gulf and
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However, i cannot do justice to
Aaron's letter by selecting quotes and
paraphrasing. To be appreciated it
must be read in full. I suggest that the
Editor reprint his letter so that those
who missed if on Tuesday might have
the opportunity to benefit from his insight into civil liberties and freedom.
David Choate, Jr.

To the Editor:
If some UNH students want to enlist
and die in the Persian Gulf so that
other Americans can conijnue to fill up
their Cadillacs -- fine. I suggest
however, that those who oppose such
jingoistic nonsense and the draft are
responding to a higher sense of
patriotism.
Thomas Holt
To the Editor:
I was distressed by the pro-draft and
resignation attitudes expressed in the
article concerning the subject in last
Friday's The New Hampshire.
I am one who opposes the draft, and
even registerin_g for it. The draft is a
militant action in an age when such actions, and even threats of such actions,
carry potentially disastrous results,
~1;tp ~s~__In~~ be ~ ~~~~!~~ _a_~oided.
Registration is a militant threat in its
own right, being the preliminary step
for the draft.
Militant actions can easily lead to
war, and today any armed conflict can
quickly and irresistably escalate into
nuclear holocaust. We must keep that
knowledge in mind, and work to avoid
that end. The danger is especially
great in this present crisis as the
potential conflict involves the two
greatest superpowers directly. There
can be·no longer any room for militancy and war.
Warfare has always been an effective and aggressive tool of foreign
policy, and ,is still regarded as such.
Today, however, it has become too
potentially costly and grave to employ, and can no longer be accepted.
We must abandon the concept of war
and the mindset that tolerates and
promotes it, and seek alternative
means of dealing with crises. If we
can find no alternative for war in handling foriegn policy, then truly
humanity is in grave danger.
We must begin to diffuse an impossible situation. Each day becomes
more dan_gerous. We must begin to
take responsibility for. and acceot the
seriousness of our actions, and fully
understand the ramifications of our
thinking.
We cannot tolerat~
militarism in any form if we truly
seek peace. We cannot indulge in any
0

form of saber - rattling.
Do not be deluded, one cannot support the present miltarism, and too,
work for world peace.
We do not "overtraumatize the
simple filling out of a form", the form
serves one purpose - as part of the
mechanism to fill the ranks in time of
war.
Bradley Fletcher
To the Editor:
I write in reply to those who say one
must fight as a soldier to preserve the
freedom of and the Spirit of America.
.I'm struck with a feeling of nausea
similar to when I hear cliches from
Time magazine unconsciously quoted
in conversations.
For centuries well meaning men
have trudged off to foreign lands
weaned on such simplistic moral
truths. Their idealism soon fades into
the mud and blood of the battlefield. If
they are to survive they learn soon
that war is completely amoral; kill or
be killed. Men shoot at each other.
They die. They grapple in the mud like
their forebears have since the dawn of
time.
Wars can never be fought for moral
reasons
because
morality
is '
deliberate and rational whereas war is
chaotic and irrational. Violence is the
failure of reason, not the triumph.
Wars are not fought for lofty virtues
but rather the lowly interests of
nations, such as territory, resources,
possession.
The soldier is an amoral robot who
kills on command. He fights to maintain standards of living. He fights to
keep gas tanks full. He fights for the
.simple maxims of national pride he
was taught to believe since childhood.
Barry J. Lane

Anderson
To the Editor:
After the talk by Congressman John
B. Anderson on Wednesday, the virtues of an organization like the Campaign for Safe Energy are becoming
apparent. Members of C.S.E. spent
alot of time researching Mr. Anderson's stands concerning our energy
future, and by doing so, had come
across some disturbing statements
that he's issued. After pertinent and
responsible questioning by C.S.E.
members, Mr. Anderson confirmed
these alarming views:
l)Although the majority of uranium
for nuclear reactors is found in the

aho u t letters
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·
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mid-Eastern nations, the same nations
that formed OPEC & may soon
collaborate to form UPEC, Mr. Anderson feels we need not fear a
possible UPEC. The reason for his
confidence is that the Breeder Reactor
will ma~e. the Nuclear Power industry
s_elf-suff1c1ent. Everyone knows, scientist and layman alike, that despite our
masterful technology, the Breeder
Reactor is by far the greatest threat to
mankind ever imagined.
imagined.
2)Mr.
Anderson
favors
a
moratorium on the construction of
new Nuclear Powered Reactors until
new safety conditions are met. But he
then states that the plants under construction ~oday may be allowed to be
built. This is a flagrant contradiction
because the plants that are being constructed today suffer from the same
safety defects as the ones he won't
allow to be constructed. When
questioned about this contradiction,
Mr. Anderson responded by saying he
wouldn't grant the defective plants
licenses ·to operate until the revised
safety codes were met. Quite frankly, I
don't believe any company that has
poured billions of dollars into the
fabrication of a Nuclear Plant will
allow him to halt the operation of their
new plapt. We have seen the strong
pressure exerted by the. Nuclear Industry, and I fear that he will too.
3)Mr. Anderson admits two things
when he speaks of Radioactive
Nuclear Waste disposal: 1) He isn't too
knowledgeable of the techniques that
are being experimented with and 2)
He's optimistic that a solution to the
problem will be found. Sorry, ·but ·optimism alone is not enough to convince
me that we can continue into the future
producing these Nuclear Power plants ·
that continue to produce tons of
deadly, long lasting radioactive waste.
Radioactive waste is not harmonious
with human life.
These statements by Candidate Anderson are shocking. But if one keeps
their ears open, an,d if the members of
C.S.E. continue their determined

work, we are going to hear many, and
probably all,-of the candidates make
similar blunders. In the end,
sometime before the presidential election, the candidates may realize that a
growing majority of Americans
demand a safe energy future. And then
we'll see some true and honest
proposals.
Peter Feuerbach
C.S.E.
Environmental Dorm

At an informal bag luncheon this
past Tuesday the UNH Administration
was able to show that it cares for those of
us, who often feel somewhat out of
place in the class room or in regular
campus life: I am talking about the
older returning student. Through the
Counseling and Testing Center and a
series of speakers it reaches out and
acknowledges that we have a variety
of needs, different from those of
traditional students.
·
Prof. Betty Roberts from Social
Service has helped this cause tremendously by raising the Administration's
consciousness with her 1m st4dy of
the older (25 and up) returning
student. It's a source of comfort for
those of us who are struggling with
questions of self-concept and
academic achievement, integration
of adult-life demanas· (spouses,
children, jobs) and college-life
demands. It would probably make interesting reading for faculty!
While strength comes not only from
numbers, it would be nice, if more of
the 750 "non-traditional" students
presently in undergraduate studies
would show their interest and an appreciation of what UNH is trying to do
for them. Come to the bi-weekly series, make it your forum or just your
social outlet! lt may smooth out some
of your rough spots, too.
Irene Heisenberg '80

LaRouche
To the Editor:
· Mr. LaRouche's campaign has
produced numerous statements, to be
sure, but Mr. Levitt's remarks on
energy and the developing nations
border on imbecility. Levitt has inflicted' his perverse concepts upon · this
community, but I ask him not to burden the developing nations. As they
strive to overcome poverty; hunger,
and repression, they certainly do not
need an additional burden in
LaRouche and his ''scientific advisor," Mr. Levitt.
The issue of appropriate technology
to meet the energy needs of the Third
World has been addressed by numerous national and international agenand the research and evaluations of these organizations are well
documented.
The United States Agency for International Development (A.I.D.),
various agencies of the United
Nations such as the Food 81)~
Agricultural Organization F .A. 0.),
and the National Academy of Sciences, to name but a few, have been addressing the problem of poverty,
hunger and energy for many years.
Never have I seen any documentation
from such authoritative and
scrupulous organizations that calls for
the construction of nuclear power
plants in "massive numbers." All the
evidence points to the need for decentralized, or small-scale sources of
energy that are more conducive to the
environmental/social/economic conditions of developing nations.
.
In addition to building nuclear
power facilities, Mr. Levitt would certainly approve the supplying of
Westinghouse ovens .to peoples in the
outer regions of Nepal so that they
might cook a few grams of ri€e. And
would he not endorse' eouinninR' the
nomads of the savanna rt:,gio~ -~f

Africa with Frigidaire fr-eezers?
Ultimately, why not incorporate McDonald's into the Burmese culture,
eliminating altogether their need to
cook!
Mr. Levitt's blissful ignorance of the
Third World is obvious: he appears to
be observing the Amazon basin from
the Jar side of the moon. Foreign
policy is a key issue in this election
year and foreign aid is a critical factor
in foreign policy-making. Mr. Levitt's
monolithic views in this area are ·simplistic and dangerous.
The war on hunger, poverty, and
illiteracy is among the most important
and complex problems of our age. The
very existence of millions of peoples
depends upon the concerted efforts of
-both . contributing and recipient
nations. The problems are as mverse
as the people in the world. They will
have to be confronted on a local and
decentralized basis.
The Carter administration has
committed more than $8 billion for
fiscal 1980 to be channeled through
A.I.D., food programs, the World
Bank and regional development
programs. In addition, Carter pledged
$69 million to Cambodian relief
assistance. Enormous problems
remain in our foreign aid programs.
But it is apparent that the present administration does not advocate the
elimination of "half the world's
population," as Mr. Levitt asserts.
Robert M. Ricard

Blood ·drive
To the Editor:
That lovable, frivolous St,: Valentin~'s Day will soon, set the stage for
our February blood drive to be held on
February 11 through the 14th from 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. each day at your MUB !
To pick up lagging winter spirits and
to put life into the '80's we have selected "Romance in the Donor Room" as
our theme - to amuse and entertain
you!
While our theme may be light hearted, our aim is deadly seroius ! With
the advent of the '80's, your VermontNew Hampshire Region af Red Cross
Blood Services must look ahead to new
responsibilities! Medical and surgical
advances, constant research in most
efficient blood usage, and an influx of
population to our region, will make it
necessary for us to collect 81,000 pints
in the two states during 1980, an increase of approximately 5,000 pints
over 1979.
How do we do this - how do we
prepare to meet increased patient
needs? We know you who give so consistently will never let us down, but we
need help to appeal to those who have
not yet met us.
·
. , If anyone can tell our story, you who
are our friends and understand our
concerns are the most quaiified ! You
can tell potential donors of the acciden~ victim, the patient undergoing
open heart or vascular surgery, the..
child stricken w with leukemia and
-many, many others who may depend
on them for their very life.
.
You can also tell them that this most
personal of messages will be the most
cherished valentine ever recieved by
someone!!
If all else fails, tell them to give first
because they love someone - and isn't
that a pretty good reason in this season
of romance?
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood Center

Reporters
meeting at 5:30
Sunday
Please otten'd
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Lowell'~ ,Boat Shop still builds wooden dories
By Joel Brown
"Aluminum and fiberglass
wear out if you treat them
rough," said Doug Scott, of
Lowell's Boat Shop, Amesbury.
"The beauty of these boats is you
can drag them up on the beach."
The guys from Lowell's are
building a wooden surf dory at
Philli~ Exeter Academy, behind
the ivy-clad walls of the normally
highbrow Lamont Gallery. They
have the place draped in plastic·
and canvas tarps ·and extension
cords, they run loud power tools,
and track sawdust on the marple
steps.
The surf dory, they will tell
you, is simpler and stronger and
easier to build than other wooden
boats. They will sell you a dory
you can row or one you can sail.
there is even the Amesbury Skiff,
which is powered by a small outboard motor.
According to the boat shop's
flyer, the surf dory is descended
from the bateaux, which was
used during the French and Indian War. But George Odell,
whose father bought the shop
three years ago, -says ft fs not
much dilterent than the model
used by the 'Vikings centuries
· ago.
''There used to be half a dozen
boat shops along the river in
Amesbury making these kinds of
boats," Odell said. "But when
fiberglass came along it put the
other five out of business."
"This is our third year," he added. "We're final1y breaking
even."
The shop was established in

1793, and passed out of the Lowell
family in the mid-1970's, when it
was bought from the retiring
Ralph Lowell. George's father,
Jim Odell, was asked to put on
the display last year by the art
director at PEA, .according to
George.
.
Only a couple of the dories
made each year at the shop are
used for fishing, Odell said.
Perhaps a dozen are sold to
camps, for kids learning to sail.
''They just feel solid going
through the water," Odell said,
patting_ piece of mahogany in
the bow of the 20' long boat. "I
can't describe it any better than
that-iCjust feels different than
fiberglass.''
"They have half as many
pieces as a usual boat would
have, half as many ribs, and so
on. They're heavier, but wider.
The rounded bilges give extra
buoyancy and stability." ·
Doug Scott, jokingly described
as the "peon" of the four-man
outfit, despite having completed
a two year apprenticeship, took
the time out to get a rough count
of.the copper rivets in the boat for
a reporter.
"We've had a few Academy
students in here every day ... and
some furniture making classes
from UNH,'' Scott said. ''Right
now we're setting up for the boat
show in Boston too."
It wa·s agreed there_ were
several hundred rivets in lapped
boards of the boat, and Scott
picked his rule and pencil up
again.
"Now if we can just finish it in

19 days, by the end of the
"They're all one of a kind "
exhibit. .. "
Odell said. "They're all built to
Plans, according to George order, too. With no plan you can
Odell, are "out of it" with the surf b~ild them anyway you want, and
dory. ''You don't have to be a smce they're wood, you can paint
boa tbuilder to build a dory," them any color you want, one
Odell said. "You just have to board this color, the next .
know some basic carpentry, and something different. When we
work in a dory shop for a little build one on speculation we end

up doing half of it over anyway,
because the oerson buvine it
wants it one way or the other."
"Two guys can drag one up on
the beach. It only takes one person to row one, even though it's
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Aluminultl and fiberglass do not necessarily make a good boat, as seen by these dories in
Exeter. Lowell's Boat Shop is continuing the tradition of building dories out of oak and
mahogany. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Give her a tent and she takes to the woods
.Last weekend, I went on my first camping trip. It was
not your average run-of-the-mill weekend, to say the
least. Especially not for someone from the city. It was
spent in the Belknap Mountains at the end of January,
with temperatures barely reaching the teens, and a
brisk, biting wind. I would have gone snowshoeing,
too, but it's sort of hard to do without snow.
What made the weekend so different was not the fact
that I had never been in the mountains before, let alone
camping overnight. Rather, it was that I went with ten
other men and women, and none of us knew each other.
By the end of the weekend, we not only knew each
other well, but we learned about ourselves, how to get
along with others, how to stay warm in the penetrating
cold, and how to treat fr~stbite
and wet feet when
- one
of the advisors fell intomishaps and the river. This may sound like another Outing Club experience-doing something outdoorsy with a group of outdoorsy
people, partying, having a good time, maybe learn how
to sharpen an axe or make pine needle stew.
This was different.
The trip was part of the Fireside Program. Fireside is a
series of five separate activities scheduled throughout
the semester and sponsored by the Dean of Students office. It is geared
toward freshmen, with a small number
of upperclassmen allowed on each trip. Fireside is also
involved with faculty and staff.
"We're looking for two things to happen," Dan Garvey, assistant dean of students said at the introductory
meeting. "We're not making decisions for the group and
the consequences are going to be immediate."
Garvey stressed the difference between Fireside and
the activities sponsored by the Outing Club.
"We're going to coordinate our efforts with the
Outing Club,". Garvey said. "We're not two conflicting
programs. The Outing Club teaches skills. Fireside gives
people group experiences, hopefully turning you to investigate other experiences."
·
· The five planned ~eekends include snowshoeing and
winter camping (except there wasn't any snow), crosscountry skiing, an urban experience, backpacking in the
Berkshires, and a canoeing and rock climbing trip.
More than fifty people attended the introductory
meeting in response to a small ad on the front page of
Roundabout. It advertised a weekend ot winter camping
and snowshoeing, (no experience necessary), for only
$5. Nothing else was said.
After speaking about the program, Garvey announced
that there was a limited number of spaces available
for each activity. For this partici.tlar weekend, there
were ten.
,/
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"The best part of the whole weekend was finding
water," McKown said. ."It wasri't life or death
threatening, but it was definitely challenging."
That n'ight was even more demanding. The ternperature had dropped to the single numbers and the
wind had picked up. And we were miles from home, a
scary feeling for someone who'd never experienced it
before ... except in the city.
Most of the group decided to head to bed right after
supper, sleeping through the cold. The rest of us· sat
around the blazing campfire, sipping hot chocolate and
toasting marshmallows.
The next day went by easily. By then, we were all
seasoned campers who had braved the cold and lonely
night in the mountains (sort of).
We explored the area, climbing up to a ridge where we
all split up, giving us a chance to think about what had ·
happened that weekend.
It's pretty hard to concentrate when you are sitting on
a rock face, looking down into a valley of pine and birch
trees, surrounded by mountains of various colors, dotted with snow. The experience of being alone in such
beautiful surroundings was humbling.
It also passed too quickly.
We packed up and headed down the mountain after
clearing camp. Not much was said on the way down.
When we got to Garvey's house, we talked about the
weekend and all the things we'd been through. By now,
we knew each other fairly well and felt comfortable expressing our feelings. This drew us closer than any point
during the weekend.
"One thing I really appreciated was the group encounter bit," Cathy Gill, a junior said, "we expressed feelings
and desires, gave feedback and made all our own
decisions."
.
The ride back to ·campus was uneventful. Everyone
was worn out from the experience. Whoever thought
there was so much to learn about correctly wearing a
backpack? Abou~ how to keep warm in a sleeping bag?
About how to deal with an environment seen only in
pictures of Field and Stream magazine. We were worn
out physically and mentally, but it was a pleasant
feeling.
Jmy Z.ak, a freshman,. has already stopped by to say
hi. rve seen a few others from the trip, too. Were friends
in a unique way. Even if we never get together again,
or never remember each other's names, we could never
forget Fireside I.
Fireside is a new program, instituted this year and
earmarked for expansion and success. As everyone who
went would agree, it was a meJ{a-fun experience .

Finding a water supply proved to be one of the biggeSt
chailenges of the weekend. Garvey set out with Tom
Skinner, a freshman from Alexander, to see if they
could get a11,y water from a lake covered with .over five
inches of ice. Garvey returned with a soaked boot and
a frozen foot after falling through some ice. We had
to stick with melting snow.
But Skinner, Kim McKown, a freshman from
Christensen, and I would not give up. We knew there
had to be a way of getting fresh water, so we set out,
just before dark. .
Over an: hour later, Skinner found a small brook running from the far side of the lake. We were ecstatic. We
filled all the water bottles and headed back for supper.
Meanwhile, the others were wondering what had happended to us and sent out a search party. We saw their
blinking flashlights from across the lake, and blinked
ours in response. Mission accomplished.

/4;.c-·:·:·•~· >n,npfk'i.;.C« 5:N"-' u:._{•"1" •fo.i• .-.•~·-·. q,;, : L
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I never met the people I would be going with until last
Friday, when we met in the dean of student's office to
discuss what we would buy for food. Each of us had a
list of clothing and supplies we had been instructed to
bring. The five-dollar program cost would supply tents,
sleeping bags, packs, and other camping equipment.
Once all together, we headed for Garvey's house in
Farmington in the traditiona1 b eat-up white university
van. This would be the "base" for the weekend.
Dinner was a disaster--! burned the spaghetti. Don't
ask me how-I just did:
It was finally agreed that we would climb Mount
Major first thing Saturday morning and then hike into
the mountains and set up camp. Sunday would be spent
exploring the lake area near where we were staying.
We slept at Garvey's that night. Everyone talked
about their fears of the upcoming weekend, especially
the cold. We shared clothes and equipment with those
who did not have it. .
·
Garvey and Na~cy Cray, the other advisor, let us
make all the decisions for the weekend. They shared the
awe of those of us who had never taken in the view from
above treeline.
They laughed with ).lS about the challenge of not
freezing our cheeks off whi1e going to the b at h room. W. e
left the summit when Cray deve1oped a s1igh t case of
frostbite, which may have worsened if we climbed further.
Saturday and Sunday were a time of giving and
taking, of learning and being taught, of leading and
being led. Garvey and Cray were there if we needed
them, but the experiences were our own.
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ll._ich knows how to ihandle drums ...and his audiellce
As the last cymbal crashed, the smooth saxaphone swinging the sassy, funky tunes and head
By Paul Keegan
It was the moment everyone audience gave Rich a standing · together, the band was in perfect . laid back and eyes closed on the
softer, smooth melodies.
ovation, -a nd by that · time ·precision throughout.
had been waiting for.
Though the drums were not in
For the past 100 minutes the 550 everyone had forgotten about the
Meanwhile, Rich was the front
of the stage, as they are in
music fans in the Granite State rude gentleman with the hearing driving force behind it all, the
some · of Rich's concerts, there
.
Rootn of the MUB had shown problem.
· musical tempo reflected in his was
no doubt about who was the
their appreciation for the power- -. Though the final moments of exaggerated facial expressions:
ful, driving big band sound of the the concert all belonged to Rich .. mouth wide open and head leader of this crew.
Whether, the band members
15-piece Buddy. Rich orchestra the previous hour-and forty-fiv~ shaking on the dynamic up-temp
with shouts of approval and spon- · minutes were a model of nU111bers, a determined scowl on were rt.1$~g to assemble their
music in front of them as Rich
: cooperative effort between Rich,
taneous applause.
· But it was the man behind the the leader, and his talented band. ·
Dressed in navy blue v-neck
wall of drums and cymbals that
they came to see - the man some alligator sweaters, the young
say is the best drummer in the rnusiciaqs established themselves .as eninently qualified to ·
world.
At that climactic moment, -accompany the legend on stage.
The crowd favorite ' was the ·.
when Rieb had struck the first
soft beats of what would crescen- unusual harmonics bass solo by·
do into a spectacular drum solo to Wayne Pedziwiatr, a · slim, .
cap an awe-inspiring musical ._ towering figure standing next to
show, that one lout who always Rich with long curly hair -a la ·
seems to show up, broke the near Peter Frampton. Pedziwiatr
·would occasionally reach around
silence:
.
"Hey Buddy, let's hear to bend the neck of his guitar to ,
change the pitch of certain notes,
something I"
With the darkness of the hall adding an eerie quality to an inbroken only by a single yellow spired performar..ce.
The other soloist who
spotlight trained on the drummer
distinguished himself was Steve
Rich abruptly stopped.
He carefully placed his drum Marcus, an older, heftier, fuzzysticks in his left hand, and headed tenor saxaphonist who
without changing his stoic facial won the crowd's favor with
expression, he calmly proceeded several solos. His crowning
moment, however, was when he
to give the man the finger.
As the crowd roared its ap- took off on a wild note chase as
proval, Rich began again slowly, the rest of the band remained·
patiently, until he had regained silent. This pure solo, perhaps the
momentum. Soon he was head- most difficult improvisation of au
long into a furious display of was done with an originality and
speed and technical prowess that rhythm that did not go unappreciated.
·
stunned the audience.
With the photographer's flash · The most technically im·adding to the effect, intermittent- pressive part of the concert was
ly lighting up the stage and when the whole band was playing
casting huge eerie shadows onto together. From the screeching ...
the wall behind him, Rich created shakes of the trumpet section, the
sharp popping trombones or the
his spontaneous drum melodies.

featu res,

etc~

impatiently shouted ·the chart
·name at them and began .setting
the beat, or whether they were
watching him for an occasional
glance of approval, the dynamic
Rich was constantly in charge.
And after two hours, with a 20minute intermission, it ended
with Rich's masterful drum solo.
After all, the l~ut asked for it.

Buddy Rich and his band played for an enthusiastic audience in the Granite State Room Wednesday night. (Art Illman photo)
-

_Th_e .first march-:- about war, not to war
By Barbie Walsh
Photographers flocked to _the cowards,'' shouted a pro-draft nard hats smiled holding the flag
hat, "We'll be more prepared."
"And it's one, two, three, four, scene. Anxious to record on film marcher.
over the veteran's head as he
Another student for the draft
what are we fighting for?? Don't the first demonstration at UNH
A male student leaning against continued. "If we don't v,rotect smiled
sensing a victory. "Well
ask me I don't give a damn. Next since the Vietnam protests, the cement wall retaliated "Yeah our country then who will? '
we
were
here last."
stop Afghanistan."
photographers smiled as they I want to be a hero." The crowd
Another student stood on the
son~, others
laughed. 1:hdit;
steps is
looking
from
sidegot
to -:. -·.·.=.•.:.•.=.·.=.·.=.•.:•-:-.
.-.:.•.=..·=.·.=.·.=.•.:•••=.•.:.•.:.•.:.•••=·.=.·.=.·.=.·.=.·.=••·=.·.=.·.=.•.:.••.=•.:.-::.::.::.: - •• ::;
shSomtede
ou
1.stanM~
. 1xedtheemotions
were fired
"Noincessantly.
thanks, Jimmy.", "Draft ~round
drafters him were
r1 c ulanedti-: cement
side. "This
weird.
I've
-apparent; some smiled while beer, not students.", "Mom "Whimps, whimps~ whimps." :friends on both side5y but both
they marched, others clenched always said to avoid drafts.", Another pro-drafter jeered, groups have something on me.
theirpicketsignsinsilence.
"WE won't fight for Exxon's 4- "Yeah, whimpsunite."
Theyknowwheretheystand."
DORY STORY
Students Against the Draft, a billion-dollar profit.", were a few
A SAD member stopped marHolding the flag a student
newly formed organization, mar- signs carried by concerned ching and looked disgustedly walked over to the cement steps
continued from page 12
ched around the flagpole and students while they shouted over towards his antagonists. and hollered, "If you don't like
through ~e T-Hall archway over "Hell no, we won't go."
"The mentality of some of those this country then leave. This
sixty strong. a small child marA hundred feet away a student people.'', he muttered, and con- country has iot to pull together.
ched with his mother, _and a dog clenching the flag marched in a• tinued his march.
Who the hell is_goilig to fight if we twenty feet long. With the wood,
with a bandana marched with his circle with five--,others chanting: · Two veterans stood on the don't?"
once they get going, they go.
master.
"Defend it or . leave it." Their cement steps in the middle of the , • The debate was futile. The There's not too much uo,der the
"And it's one, two, three, four, three signs were painted in red conflicting groups, discussing
stone walls were inpenetrable. ,water."
what are we fighting for ... ", white and blue colors; which their views. One of the veterans The two forces were headstrong
"I'll never forget when I was a
soon gave way to a loud chimt of read: "Ask not what your cuntry who had enlisted in the army in and bullish in their beliefs. kid I learned to row in this lit~e
"Down with the Draft~' But 100 can do for you but what you can 19'13 said that the volunteer forces Photographers smiled while their pr~m ki~d orthing, "· Odell dsathid.
feet away another group of do for your cuntry.", "Defend it could hold their own. He did not
shutters clicked, recording the --•You _mISsed a strok~ a~
e
students shouted a different ver- or lose it" and "If we don't think.the draft was necessary. ·
outburst. Students crowded to the boat either stopped dead m the
se.
protect our freedom then who
Leaning on his sign which
steps watching the anger ex- water or spun around three
They shouted "Defend the will."
.
read, "Vets against the draft," he
plode, the voices rising to shouts. - times. Finally an older man who
Draft." They started with only
The students for the draft had said '·' We're fighting another corTwo campus policemen stood to was a friend of ours cam~ 'alon2
six students, three signs and the organized Wednesday night. porate war. It's the wrong directhesidereadyandwaiting.
in an,early ~esbury skiff, ~nd
American flag. Small in number Most of them were from the En- tion. We should stick to our
The T-Hall bell began to ring as said, hey, k1~, w~nna try rowi"
the Students For the Draft were vironmental Mini-Dorm. They domestic issues."
the students calmed down and this one?' I tned 1t and I couldn t
determined to voice their opinion felt it was necessary for the other
The other veteran standing
retreated to their ground. The believ~ it;"
be th t
also.
·
side of the draft story to be beside a cement wall expresses
fighting match had subsided.
"I didn t ~eally r~mem r a
They sang "God Bless represented. About 11;30 their his hopes for the potential draft
The bell rang for the twelfth for a long time until the day ~y
America." ~:rrhey marched forces multiplied. Recruits evaders to be placed in jai_l.
time as 25 ro-drafters began to father and I went to l~k ?t thIS
proudly emphasizing each word, wearing hard hats and carrying "They all have to seB:rch their
sin . "Whe~ Johnny comes mar- boat shop he wa~ thmkmg of
"stand beside her and guide another flag joined the march souls, t~ey're forgetting what , chi~·g home again hurrah
buying. He was trained as a naval
her ... " A girl clenched her fist and singing ''Oh say can you see by freedom 1s for."
hurrah ,, An anti-dr~ft student architect, al though he -~eved
raised it in the air as she shouted, the dawns early light. ..''
.
re lied'·;;Johnny is going to come really had a chance to use 1 , an
"o'er the land of the free and the
Faces red from tlie cold the an- . Cha~ne! 11 arrived on the scene
h P • ' bo "
- now he had the means to_ try
,, .
, '"
mterv1ewmg the pro-drafters. A
ome ma x.
th· ', Odell sa1·d
home of the brave.
b-drafte~s be~an !O sing All we
g oman shouted defiantly
The
anti-draft
march_
was
!~'As soon a_s 1 wa lked in the
Students walked by the spec- are saymg 1s• give peace a
roun w .
."
• ·
scheduled to last only until one
,,
tacle as they shuffled to class.es. chance ... "
mto ~e. microphone. America is _ o'clock. The students against the . door, I rec<?g~uz,ed those boats.
C¥rious as to what the shoutmg
It began as a quiet march but a urfied ii~uni~y ant !hf,~ draft were the first to leave.
The exhibit 1s ~l\. the i:min:
march was all about, students the peace did not last long. It en- peop e a_re a or emse ve · ,,
"· k
them The 're leaving.
Gall~ry of Phi ips
xe ~
0
0
gathered around the flagpole. _A ded up in a mudslinging, name- not a~raid ! go r my country· n . ~~•r:talways ~ing." Other
Academy, of! rro~t Street m
1
campus policeman st~d off ~n calling contest. Rude comments
A ~rded Vie~ Nam vetera.
draft advocates l~ughed a.s ..ijley -~~ete~...J\~nu~s-~o~ .•s f~~e, . and ···.
the . ~a<;k~r:oup~_.. ~8:~~h~&·,• !l•~ ..:)N.~~ _hµr!~ ~a-~ _~D:M~r!h; ~~~b·-..
:watch~:tlfu:aritf~{ters"<lisper..:• :., •.the.'·:exh1bltidlf ··1$.· .open.·.to the.·'
arm:s·•-~~te:;:J'~jf~~·:~nlhti1~:-.ex.... : ·•grot1p•·.1aughmg•.,at ·the·· ot'lrer~·-· ·-- t ~ t a : t bee no had to,, se. "Next time we have one of
pubhc Tuesdays, Wednesday~,
pression was one of bewilder- immaturity. "Not everybody at wTwan f toh u o-dra~:e 1 eari~g these" said a student with a hard
and
Thursdays, 9 am to 5 p.m.
ment.
this u~iversity are like those
. o o e pr
a ers w
,
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UR NAME
PRINT
You too should be a part of the
American voice being published by
Van Steads. Send your signed
[Print Name Clearly] •OriginalPoem
Idea/ or Short Story [l Page]
With $25 to:

FULL BREAKFAST MENU
Knishes, corned beef, ton_gue, nova

RALLY

continued from page 1

303 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y.
431-1178

Mon. -Sat. 7-7

'

Anti-draft

VAN STEADS

THE BEST PASTRAMI AROUND I
106 Penhallow St.
• Portsmouth

IN

10016
You will receive a copy
for your bookshe.lf and
10°./0 of sales

ENTERTAINMENT

SPEAKERS
Works just like a pole lamp. Easy to put up,
easy to take down. Small enough to fit
almost anywhere. Replaces and
outperforms TV rabbit ears and many
master antenna systems. Great reception
of all channels 2-69. No rods to adjust.
I nstal I it and forget it.
Compact, attractive design. Made of light,
but strong silver anodized aluminum. _
MODEL AT-5000: Includes everything you
need: antenna, floor-to-ceiling pole
(adjusts from 7-1/2 to 9') and 25-ft. of high
quality coaxial TV cable with connectors.

AT-5000 FOR
INSIDE USE.
ONLY

AMERICAN RADIO CORP.
WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS

6th AT CHESTNUT STS.
DOVER, NH . 03820
(603) 742-6800

WHOLESALE PRICES

CALL 749-4719

IDE

Noreste,
· Admissions
August ·so
applicants 4-year fully
recognized and established
Mexican Medical School.
with s~veral hundred American students enrolled . Use
English language textbooks
and exams 1n English .
School combines quality
education . small classes .
experienced teachers .
modern fac1liiies .

Qalyenl. . . Del NoNete
120 East 41 $1.,NV, NV 10017

••-•···
·(212)
or ·231-3784
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Cllp&Save

THE COMMUTER LUNCH SERIES
Free workshops, films speakers, entertainment, and dialogues with faculty

·Parfl
Feb. 6 11 Women and Work in the 1980's"
Marilyn Power, Assistant Professor,·WSBE
Feb. 13 "A Westerner Looks at the New China"
John Beckett, Professor of Management
Feb. 19 11 Economic PlaHorms of the Presidential Candidates"
Richard Hurd, Associate Professor of Economics, 12:30
Feb. 20 "The Presidential Race 1980: Carter vs. Kennedy,
Regan vs. Everybody"
Robert Craig, Assistant Professor of Political Science
Feb. 27 "The Hidden Costs of Nuclear Power"
Richard England, Assistant Professor of Economics
·
March 5 "Turning What You Learn Into What You Earn"
and Placement
Planning
Career
Mary Jane Pernaa, Assistant Director,

;.................................................................................... .........................................................................................
~

For Sale: El Omegar 8-22 enlarger w/75mm
Timer. Best offer. Call Dennis 868-1348.2/5.
Fine wood for sale, all different sorts, cut or
uncut etc., call Paul White 749-3199. 2/12.

1971 VW Superbeetle, new shocks and muffler, Just Inspected, . body solld, engine
dependable. FM Radio. $825 firm. $925 with
cassette deck and speakers, Call 664-2570
between 7-9 p.m. 2/1.
T Shirts for Sale "The Year of the Chlld"
(Symbollc) printed on front See Jon Rm. 324
Babcock or 868-9808.2/8.
Electrophonlc Stereo. Self containing unit
has Garrard turntable, AM/FM/FM stereo
ond 8-track player. Included with set are
two speakers (24"x12"l and stereo cabinet.
very gooa conamon. $175. Call 749-1321
evenings. 2/5
Does your dorm room or apt. lack lndlvlduallty aod style? We wlll custom-make
bars, coffee tables, lofts, bookshelves and
other furniture to your specifications. For
fine quallty and Inexpensive prices call 21695. 2/8.
BUNK BED for sale. Stained Wood, well bullt
of sturdy 2x4's. Mattress freel Call 749-370-'.
2/1.
Moving-must sell almost new stereo hi fl
system YAMAHA CA-1.010 AMP. I; Preampllfler. YAMAHA full autom. Turn table. 2
Norman lab. (100 wot/channel) spealfers.
20 free latest records with purchases of
system Call 742-5420. 2/12.
canon· 155A automatic flast bought
orlglnally for $75, wlll sell for $45 only 1 year
old. l,ooks brand new, _Excellent with cannon AE-1 call J('(t at 868-1528.2/5.

Coats: Alpine Designs Parka-Red, size
Medium cost $100 new, asking $50;
Powderhorn Mountlneering ski Jacket-red
and maroon, size small, cost $120 new,
asking $65. Both are In excellent shop•
Exactly llke new. Call Cathy 868-2669.
Leave a message. 2/18.
Pioneer KP-8005 am/fm stereo cassetJe
deck, push button tuning, locking fast fwd.
and rewind. 6 mos. old, exc. cond. $175 or
B.O. call Jane 862-3222. 2/1.
Ski Sweaters made to order- $50. Call Elaine
.
431-7316. 2/12.

services
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. experience.
Manuscripts, dissertations, reports, resumes,
theses. 749-2692. 2/4
Typing. IBM·C 3 years of secretarlal experience. Contact Julie Sift thru Stllllngs
Stllllngs Box 1121. Paper supplled. Very
reasonable rates. 2/15.
Masonry-year round; speclallzlng In
colonlal restoration, veneer, chimneys. All
work guaranteed. References avallable.
We are Insured. Call Mark at 659-2537 or
Skip at 749-3092. 2/8.
THE MUSIC BOX has the best In Disco, Rock I;
Oldles for your next party. Over 2 yrs. experience. Make your nexf party a success.
.
Call Nick Karas at 2-1128. 2/15.

help wanted
Helpl We need a work/study student (or
students) for office work at a research center on a UNH farm. Varied tasks, congenlal
staff; common sense Is the only Job
requirement (although typing ablllty would
help). $3.20/hour, 15-20 hours a week,
usually some time for studying. Call Clara or
Steve at 862-1792. 2/ 1.
Receptionist-Clerk, College Work-Study,
Semester II. Minimum Wage. 2:00 p.m. (or
2:30) to 5:00 p.m., M,T,W,Th, and F. DCE
Brook House. Call 862-1184 for appointment. 211.

lost and found
FOUND: Student 1.0. tor Elizabeth W. Hayes.
May be verified and picked up at CATNIP
PUB. 2/5.

· VW's tuned. I wlll come to your car and
change points, plugs and oil, and adJust
valves and timing. $30 to $45. Guaranteed
wbrk. Call 664-2570. 2/7.

LOST • a pair of dark blue wool mittens with
white snowflakes on them. They were handknit for me. Please call 2-1762 on-campus or
868-9751 off-campus, ask for Meg.

Quallty a-track tapes tor sale; New and
used. Bruce Springsteen, Beatles, Fleetwood Mac, Llttle Feat, Santana, Rolling
stones, steely Dan and more. $1.00 to $4.00
call 868-1454. Ask for Lisa or Patti. 2/5. .

Babysitters and parents unltel The Commuter/Transfer Center Is continuing Its
babysitting pool, a 11st of babysitters and
relevant Info. Interested parents • sitters
visit Room 136 or call-862-2136. 2/8.

SEWING MACHINE: White Rotary, the classic
workhorse, complete with wood cabinet,
storage drawers and antique accessories
for ruffles, pleats, etc. good for costumes.
Call evenings 868-7196. 2/8.

Professional TYPING at Its best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice of style, pitch; grammar, .
correchtd.
spelling
punctuation,
Reasonable rates for superior quality. Diana
Schuman, 742-4858. 2/5

1971 Dodge window Van Slant six engine
runs well, new snows, good springs, body
solld, asking $700. Call868-7151. 2/15.

Apartments for rent-SOMERSWORTH- Each
has two bedrooms; one with porch and den
at $65, the second at $60 weekly. Includes
heat, hot water, cable TV, stove,
refrigerator and washer/dryer hookups. No
pets. References required. Security depo~lt.
Call 207-676-9043 after 6. p.m. or on
weekends. 2/8.

I would llke to babysit In my home. Good ·
atmosphere and good company. WIii work
:u~~:.~~~~• meal times and price. Call

Speakers- for sale:. Complete series at ' TYPING-Retired Secretqry. Experlf!_ncec:t_ in.
Whqlesale fr!c,s I Ga~ ~q.w ~for• making all types of term papers, afso nove", or•
the big mistake of purchasing elseV¥here. tlcles, etc. Reasonable rates, prompt ser749◄719.2/5.
vice. Located wQlklng distance to UNH.
Anita. 20 Park Ct. Durham, 868-7078. 2/12.
Ski boots for sale, Nordlca Mirror ski boots TYPING--Papers, letters, resumes, etc.
bought orlglnally for $185 sell to you for $90.
$.60/pg. double spaced $1.00/pg. slngle
2 years old. excellent condition. Call Joe spaced
·CALL KAREN-Evenings, weekends
868-1528.2/5.
_ 868-9666. 2/12.

FOR SALE: 1974 VW Dasher. Very good condition. 52,000 mlles. 30-35 mpg. Asking
$2500. Call Anne. 868-5576 weekdays or
868-7268 evenings and weekends. 2/1.

---Class ads~

Guitar I; Mandolln lessons. Experienced I;
reputable teacher- professional musician
teaches at a convenient Durham location.
Youve tried the rest now learn from the best.
Reasonable. ALAN ASH. 868-2646. 2/15.

for rent

personals
COUNSELORS: Co-ed chlldren's camp-N.E.
Pennsylvania. 6/21-8/21. Interested In
students and faculty who are Into personal
growth. Positions available: swimming
(W.S.I.), boating, canoeing, salllng, waterskiing, tennis, gymnasllcs, baseball,
basketball, soccer, golf, camping, nature,
dramatics, piano, guitar, art, woodworking,
ceramics, batik, sculpture, macrame, poltery, ham radio, photography, yoga. Write:
12 Allevard St., lido Beach, N.Y. 11561. On
campus Interviews arranged. 2/12.
Want free room and board next fall? Apply
to be an R.A. now. See Half-page ads In the
New Hampshire or call 862-27"'3 for detalls.
2/1.
Experienced, athletic male seeks partnerto play squash, ahem. Females w/ a little
talent welcome. 868-2143,WBT.2/1
Cool-Aid needs Interested, competent
members. Training starts soon for all new
people. For more lnformatlon call 862-2293
evenings. We carel 2/1.
You deserve the best In furnishings. Turn that
boring dorm room Into a home. For custommade furniture at low prices call 2•1695 02,d
see Just how lnexpenslvely you can ounlt
•
your room In the best style. 2/8.

,

FOR A SPECIAL VALENTINE GIFT, Have the
"The New Hampshire Gentlemen"
serenade your sweetlell S12 on campus
and S15 of Includes three crooning ballads
and a carnation. Contact Charlie at 8689817 or 2-1576 for Information or
schedullng. 2/12.
Wanted: one stingray bike stolon from Webster House Sat nlgllt the 19th during our party. It belonged to a 7 yr. old boy. Call 8681311 with any Info. as to Its whereabouts. No
questions asked. 2/5.
Want to be an R.A. and learn about llfe?Plck up an appllcatlon at an area community desk right nowl 2/1.
Hey youl Want to be rich and famous? $fgrf
by applylng for an R.A. position IM•
MEDIATELY al an area community desk
(Stoke, Devine, Christensen) Deadllne Is
Feb.1, so hustlel 2/1.
Look for the new detalls of the Nod DQtlng
Service. CaJI for Detalls. 868-1297. 2/5.
senior key; Wine I; Cheese social at the
New England Center, Wednesday, February
6 at 8:00 p.m.,followed by the usual 2/5
BRICK,(Jazzman, yeah Its disco-Jazz) sorry
folks It was a good song you know man.
Hope that your semester has got off to a
good start. Bet vou wicked mru astro-aut
and the bad jokes you've written In that
notebook. Good to see you again. Take
care and I'll see you soon. Guess who.U
Skis FOR SALE-LANGE GIANT SLALOMS.A fine
pair of slats are awaiting your{yes this
means you) purchase to successfully transverse and navigate the wonderful man
made white stuff up north. 'In good condition, they measure 204 cm.Oust a cllly cm
loner than usual) aND THEY'RE GONE FOR THE
FIRST PERSON WITH $75 BEANOS. Call 86t
9723 or 2·1296 and ask for Gerry. Don t
delay.
OPEN RUSH NEXT TUESDAY AT SIGMA BETA. 81OPM. 26 Madbury Road. Be there, Aloha.
MICHELLE BAKER, heres hoping that you'll be
up and around soon and feeling much better too. If you have not already heard from
us you wlll. IFyou have(please disregard
this notice of Intent), and Just accepf the
warmth aod humour that thl~ :,ersonal was
Intended to bring. Have a happy Friday.
TNHSS.
1am calling you a Jerk you sniveling plle of
pirate droppings that carries hlmself around
with such an air that he lmplles he has a
plethera of verbiage at his each and every
command. I laugh ln you face-HA.
S.C. • We love the way you hgf~-'-'- Y~'!ng
women. Listen, no. 20, keep It up and we'll
put your face through the door
Wanted: A pair of Ice skates. Glrls size 6 Vz,
or guys size 5. WIiiing to pay a reasonable
price. Contact Beth at 868-5364. (any time)
For Sale: Brand new, never been mounted
200 cm Rossignol ST price negotiable. Contact Brenda 868-5364
Lost: A pair of dark blue mittens with white
snowflakes on them. THey were hand-knit
for me. Please call 2•1762 or 868-975-1. Ask
fprMeg. 2/1

Wanted: One female braincell. Must be
able to handle large quantities of alcohol
on a dally basis and must be prepared for
Immediate reproduction. Not much time
left. Please reply quickly. Send applications
to Bennv c/o Linda, Room 3C.
Lori, Holly, robin, Marcella, Becky, Gia, JIii,
Ruthie, Dave, Judy, Sue, Dana, and Kathy.
48 hours more and we're donel Get
psyched Jo reach $10,0001 Gall 2/1.
Chip-We finally made It. 48 hours and we're
donel Let's hope we make our goal. Thanks
for being a super co-chairman. Gall. 2/1.
Donna ... and roomies at 184 Washington
Street...thanks for putting u~ with us... we
had a really ~oot tlme ...We II have to get
ago n soon ... Love, Michael and
~~,i~~h
2

1~.

CONGRATULATIONS BARBARA! Have a Happy Birthday. Love ya ... Mom and Dad. 2/1.
Got a few minutes to share? Come cheer on
Hooter, Wea, Carrie, and lots of other dancers at Hetzel Hall's 48 hr. danc•a-thon to
benefit the NH Kidney Foundation. Starts
tonight at 6 p.m. Grand prize awarded at 6
p.m. Sunday. Held In the Granite State Room
of the MUB. 2/1.
Come cheer on this year's dancers at Hetzel Hall's 48 hr Danc•A-Thon to benefit the
NH Kidney Foundation. Granite State Room.
Starts tonight at 6 p.m. until 6 p.m. Sunday.
Show your support. 2/1.
Berets and newsprint give way to your witty
air. Legalities lgnorea-why not make It 3 or 4
beers? Have more run. 2/1.

w,11 Sm0ke,
tn hA laool oaaln? :Vou are
such a fantastic friend T.P.-1 hope- that this
year brl~ ~ou the best of eve~lngl Love,
....
•
Jan2/1.

It,_,

Tom-Happy 20th blrthdaylll

how does

Uncle Snerpl•HappY. One Yearl It's been a
great one and you ve meant so much to
me. We make a great pair and together we
can't be beat. I love youl Your Llttle Cambodian Refugee. 2/1.
To the charter members of the F.F.S. (Steve,
John, • Marc): To all the good times (Las
Vegas Nlte at the Casino, Kampton Parties,
Mub Nights, backgammon battles) and
many more to com•three of the best friends anyone could have. So, buds, along with
Pooh and Nance (the sick onel) Dance
here we comel love • Kllles,

:~r~ID1~·

Denise, Paula, Deb, and Cindy- You guys
are the bestl Remember S.B.'s, Don and
Flannel nightgowns, P.C.'s and popcorn,
dentists fill cavities, and all the other crazy
things we've done. Thanks for being my
friends; Hove you am The Ignorant Swfngln'
single. 2/1.
Marc, Nancy, Alicia, John, Beth, Hutch, Kim,
Sara, and Lonni• ~et psyched for a fantastic weekend! We II top It off with a beer
at the MUB Pub Sunday night. Steve 2/1.
Su• Are your ready for 48 hours of September, Rappers Delight, the turtle to Wlpeout,
ELO cello playing, practicing disco step,,
and falling asleep standing I ?18 hours
I ~eet.·
was nothln.~-.this.year lfll ~48 I
~ . ..Dlier. .: ,lfdr sfda •
at ~~-t~UB..
,:·
ctve'.,2'1 ' ·~ r.:. . !,~
l~'!f'.J:it~s:t~.
. . ,:·· .. .. .. ... •. ~ :•. .... . .. .. . '; •... ,-.•.. .•. . ...
.. :- ~ ·::
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Coinics

Ba.k er .
BAKER
continued from page 8

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
NO,I !XJN'r
8ellE-VE3
I HAVE.

When it was suggested .that
this indicated a lack of concern
aboiit environmental issues,
Baker replied that "There is not
another person with the exception of (Sen.) Ed Muskie (D-Me.)
who can lay claim to as many
clean air acts as I have. I think
they should be reviewed, and I
should know what's in 'em. I
wrote 'em.".
In response to questions on
other issues, Baker said he favors
ERA, but not the extension, he
supports Carter's call for an
Olympic boycott and the utility
which owns a nuclear power
plant should pay for the cleanup
of radioactive contamination, not
the federal government.

PR. TARZI 15 THE
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Spitz
SPITZ
continued from page 1

collegiate crossword
10

11

16

54

53

© Edward

Julius

· Collegiate

12

13
ACROSS

38 On the qui vive
39 "Monopoly" piece
40 Kind of converted
loft
43 Drum sound
45 "Streets of San
Francisco" star
46 Labyrinth
47 Suffix for hero
48 Put first things
first
50 Treasury agent
51 One who constantly
daydreams
52 Ohio team
53 Somme summers
54 Husky vehicles
55 Crystal gazer's
words

1 " - you not"
5 Denizen at 2d,ooo
fathoms
10 Pinocchio, for one
14 Right-triangle
ratio
15 Equability
17 Type of sax
18 Sociable
19 Cakes and 20 Dr. Frankenstein's
assistant ·
21 Cinema (form
of documentary)
22 Apple coating
24 Not much more
than a puddle
25 U~ t~e . (1n Jail)
26 Nat and Natalie
1
27 Nose
2
28 Units of little
care
3
29 Use a Singer
4
32 Gull's relative
5
33 The Gold Coast,
6
today
7
34 Hashanah
8
35 Ghent's river
9
36 The published word 10
37 Very run-down

DOWN

Mr. Asimov
"Irish Lullaby"
place
Woody Allen movie
volente
than life
Start school
State positively
Droop
"Grease" star
Former Secretary of
Defense, and family

11
12
13
16
20
23
24
26
27
28
29

30
31

33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
46
49
50

Boil Severe
Bowling button
Ryan and Castle
" - a man with ... 11
Bard's river
Sc~ring unit
Gregorian Insignia on a
Cardinal uniform
Helicopter sound Occasionally
Public walkway
Left fielder in
Abbott and Costello
routine
Newcomers (slang)
Actress Lee
Multi-purpose
tool
Use T.L.C.
Author Huxley
Certain frat
brothers
Sufficient
Mystical card
Type style
Demolished
Uptight
Tiny bit
World chess champ
of 1960
Prefix for cycle

his power to affect a promotion
and tenure case in the political
science department.
·
The Professional Standards
Committee upheld a flriP.v::1nce
filed against him, but then-UNH
President
Eugene
Mill~
exonerated Spitz last March . .
Harper said the vice president
is the "chief administrative officer involved with faculty and
academic operations" for the
University, which has an
enrollment of about 8500 students.
· The New Hampshire learned
of Spitz's candidacy on Tuesday
when an editor of the Wyoming's
daily student newspaper, The
Branding Iron, called for
background on Spitz.
Kim Maxwell, the paper's
managing editor, said she was
unaware of the controversy
surrounding Spitz.
Maxwell said the job is usually
considered to be the number two
. position in the administration.
She said University President
Edward Jennings, who assumed
the post July 1, 1979, was
"revamping the whole administration" and that the vice
president is also the administrator in charge of student
affairs.
'!IIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!:

I Hockey Stick Sale I -

I

i=

5

e

e

..-----------------------1=5

§Northland Pro 921 H- $5.95
5Sherwood 621-$4.95

iie

Northland
Custom
Pro Goal - $9.9!§
iKOHO
Custom
Pro221-$6.95
5

DOW
JONES
ROCK AND ROLL
RHYTHM AND BLUES
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1
AND
SATURDAY,FEBRUARY2

WILDWOOD LOUNGE
THE NEW ENGLAND CENTER
STRAFFORD AVENUE
DURHAM,NH

5 Christian Pro 4000 - $4.95
=Northland Cust Sys --$6.95
Titan Pro - $6.95 .
5 YOUR CHOICE t of
§ FREE SKATE SHARPENING
5 FREE SKA TE LACES or
55 FREE PUCK
With any Stick Purchase

i
KEEP THAT HEALTHY VIBRANT
"SUMMER GLOW" ALL YEAR-LONG
Your tan won't have to end with
summer at TANIQUE
Downtown Portsmouth
80 Vaughn Mall
603-431-7047
VISA/Mastercharge welcome
Tanning hours:
Mon. -Sat. 10:00 a.m.--8:00 p.m.
Sun 1:00 p.m.--6:00 p.m.
10 percent Discount with UNH IDs
ViSA/Ma~tercharge welcome

a
=
i=
§

Durham Bik_e
M-Fnoon-5:00

5
5
5
5

§

5
5 •
§
i=

e

aiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfii.
Sat. 9:30-noon
5

ClullCH.

The Kangaroo
Two-handed Syrian pouch, ·
assorood frEsh vegetables,
melted Swiss, and choice of ·
dressing.

~ --- I

,
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CLUB FUNDS
continued from,p~g~~, ·. ,- ,'.
With the remaining grant
money, Gans said, the club plans
to hold monthly seminars arid
workshops on subjects such as
numerology and dreams.
These sessions are also
design0d to keer the students in-

~

•

:.

l

!

·formed about the group's pur-

t'

-pose, Gans said.
, , "Right now," Gans said, "We
~ plan on having three lectures
this semester. One in February,
March, and April. These will in• volve guest speakers and be the
kind of affair we hope will attract
lQO people or more."

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

r-~~~--~-~----~------~I

I
I
I
I

I
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TURN COOKIES INTO DOUGH

enthusiastic people wanted to sell chocolate chip cookies on the
UNH campus
for more information call Joel at: .
_
868-9872 or 862-1300

I

I
I
I

Sweatervill~,

L------------------~--1-ET Me.

TfLL You ...
':t bON'T ·HAN6

MY

Mf\T JU!11

ANVW"'ER& !

U.S.A.
WINTER HOURS:

Every night is special at
· The Cat Nip but
Tuesday is Ladies Night!

T~ Cat Ni
'i~ Main 1'vfnam

Mon. 9:30-5:30
Tues. 9:30-5:30
Wed. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 9:30-5:30
Thurs. 9:30-9:30
Fri. 9:30-9:30
Sun. 1:00-5:00

~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

The Student Senate Needs
Commuter Senators
Get involved with the issues ·
and help ke~p the commuter ·
voice a strong one. Contact
the Senate Office Rm. 130 MUB
(tel. 862-1494) and tOke advantage of this leadership opportunity.
C
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.The year is 1974 and UNH is on the ··rebtrand
HIGHLIGHTS.

May 14 - At the Yankee Conterence championships held in
region's outstanding forward.
O:rono,
Maine
(UMaine)
Discus thrower Tom Irving and trackster George Reed breaks
hammer thrower Ed Daniels the two mile record in a time of
made a first for UNH track and 9:01.4 as UNH finishes fifth.
field by competing in the Florida _ Needing only one win to clinch
relays. Daniels finished eighth the Yankee Conference crown the
with a heave of 141 feet 6 inches UNH baseball team loses both
while Irving took tenth at 140 feet ends of a twinbill, 1-0 and 7-6 in
five inches.
extra innings to URI, who claims
April 12 - Title IX inakes it the title. UNH, however, got the
presence felt at UNH; the begin- nod to go to the NCAA tourning of a battle between men's nament over URI.
and women's athletics nationSummer Issue - Dirk Berdan
wide. Men's Athletic Director wins the Superstar contest
Andy Mooradian says Title IX among 22 UNH athletes in a
will hurt both men's and women's special competition to benefit
athletics; Women's Athletic CARE. Earlier in the year, Jamie
Director Gail Bigglestone says Hislop, Cliff Cox, Rick Olmstead
her program doesn't need equal and Mike Burkart stickhandled a
funding, only adequate funding; puck for 20 miles as part of the
and Physical Education Depart- UNH-CARE Walk-a-Thon. Both
ment Chairman Robert Kertzer events raised over $3,000. .
says it's the "only hope for
A women's recap for the year
has three members of the 5-2-1
women's athletics."
April 16 - Cap Raeder and field hockey team - Dodi FlaherGordie Clark are named to the ty, Vicki King and Debbie Lynch ECAC All-Star squad.
named to the second team AllApril 19 - Assistant football New England squad; the .
coach Ralph Cavalucci resigns volleyball team, with a 10-4
from his position at UNH to record went to the NCAA
become the defensive line coach Regional tournament.
of the Houston Texans of · the
Sept. 4 - During the summer
newly formed World Football break,. the UNH baseball team
League (WFL).
finished second in NCAA New
Erie Feragne is chosen to play England competition behind
in the Hall of Fame Senior All- Harvard. _Cliff Cox, Jamie Hislop
Star Basketball game by the New and Dave Lumley are all drafted
England Basketball Coaches by the Montreal Canadiens who
Association.
also hold rights to Cap Raeder.
The New England Whalers of
April 26 - Freshman thinclad
George Reed, who would later the WHA draft Cox, Lumley and
become one of America's top Joe Rando; Chicago scoops up
distance runners, breaks the.mile Tim Burke and
Cleveland
and two-mile record at UNH in a snatched Hislop.
meet against UMass. Reed
Senior left hander Bill Tufts
covered the mile in 4:16.9 and the signs a pro contract with the
two mile in 9: 08.5 bettering the Chicago Cubs in June.
varsitj record by 15 seconds and
Sept. 10 - UNH field hockey
be freshman record by 28.
coach Jean Rillings coaches the

continued forin page 20

Northeast College Field Hockey
Association All-Star team against
her former team, the touring
Welch International Team. The
All-Stars lost, 3-0.
·
Sept. 20 - Liz Hills and Gail
Ricketson of the UNH crew club
are chosen as alternate members
of the US National team which
goes to the World Rowing Championships in Lucerne, Switzerland.
Oct. 15 - Eight UNH ·hockey
players - Frank Anzalone, Bob
Bain, Dave Bertollo, Mike
Burkart, Barry Edgar, Jim Harvie, Jamie Hislop and Dave
Lumley - are all declared
ineligible for the upcoming
hockey season due to NCAA
rulings concerning play with
professional teams (in these
cases trying out for a Jr. A team
in Canada). UNH appeals the
ruling.
Oct. 22 - Placekicker Dave
Teggart sets a new UNH record
for career field goals at ten with a
32 yarder against UVM.
George Reed defeats over 200
runners from 27 colleges and
universities to win the seventh

annual Codfish Bowl Cross- NCAA.
Country championship with a
Nov. 19 - Steve Kendall and
record run of 23:59.0 shattering Bob Treadwell are selected to
the previous mark by 24 seconds. train jn Big Sky, Montana with
In his first start, freshman Jeff the US National Nordic squad.
Allen leads UNH over UVM, 38- Only three members from ihe
21. Allen never relinquished the east are selectea.
quarterback role for the next
Nov. 22 - Jean Robbins, a
three and a half years.
senior phys. ed. major, is selecOct. 29 - In a 34-14 victory over ted to try out for the US Olympic
Northeastern placekicker Dave Team Handball squad - one of
Teggart kicks a 53 yard field only 40 women across the nation.
goal.
At UNH, Robbins starred in
Nov. 5 - Sophomore runner volleyball, basketball and
George Reed captures the lacrosse.
Yankee Conference crossDec. 6 - Soccer goalie Phil
country championship in 24: 37 Pierce is named as first team
time as UNH finishes fifth.
All-Yankee Conference and is
Nov. 8 - . UNH field hockey selected to play in the New
places six members on the All- England All-Star game.
New England squads: First team
Harrier George Reed finishes
honors go to Dodi Flaherty, Vicki 41st in a field of 225 runners in the
Crocker and Mariss_a Didio; NCAA championships held in
second team to Sue Knorr and Bloomington, Indiana.
Marni Reardon and honorable
Dec. ,10 - Goalie Phil Pierce is
mention to Kathy Nichols.
·
named to the All-New England
Nov. 15 - Dave Lumley and . team and tapped as the MVP in
Jim Harvie receive five game the All-Star game. ·
suspensions for receiving money
Juniors Dave Teggart and
while playing junior hockey in Kevin Martell are named to the
Canada. The other six UNH All-ECAC football squad.
players were cleared by the

Swimwomen sink D·a rtmouth
SWIMMING
continued from page 20
Dabrowski incurred 10 stitches in
her heel over the weekend during
flip turn practice .but was not
deterred from competing in the
100 yard freestyle in attempt to
achieve qualifying times for the
New Englands. "I'm not supposed to get it wet," explained

Dabrowski, "that's why I swam
only one event." Dabrowski is
already eligible to compete in the
200 and 500 yard freestyle events
at the New Englands.
The women face Bowdoin
Friday February · 8. The New
Englands extend from February
29 to March 2. The Nationals
follow one and one half weeks
later.
Said Urban, "We're climaxing
towards the Nationals.''

Normally swimmers taper off
from work-outs near the end of
their season to insure a well
rested team but according to
Lowe the women have turned in
their best times after intense
work-outs.
So, according to Lowe, they will
continue to work hard up to the
Nationals keying on yardage and
weight lifting.
As Urban said, "Everyone is so
psyched."

•

The Student Press
is accepting applications for trainee
positions this semester for the following
positions: _

Director·
Business ManagerAegis Editor
Aegis Asst. Editor
Cata.lyst Editor
Catalyst Asst. Editor
Asst. Production Manager
Deadline for applications 1s Friday
February 15th. We are in room 153 of the
MUB, so stop by.

aeg1s
•
aeg1s
•
aeg1s

is a journal
of the arts.
wants to publish

•

.aeg1s

your

poetr~

•

aeg1s
•

~eg1s
•
aeg1s
•
aeg1s
•
aeg1s
aeg1s
•

•

artwork
'Please t~pe manuscripts
Include name ti address
Submit to room 153,cMtiB

•

deadline
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·_G~~pplers deny "grudge"
By Larry McGrath
No, no they haven't burned Ben played by Terrier wrestling the debacle hoping to reverse the
Thompson in effigy down on coach Fred Lett. "No, there's not trend in the rivalry (Hockey: BU
Commonwealth Ave. in Boston so (any grudgeor rivalry type of 10-UNH 3, basketball BU 82-UNH
put away your implements of thing). I never even heard about 59) while BU stands at 4-4-1.
destruction you were saving for ,that (football incident). We don't
The Cats travel to UMass the
this Saturday night's wrestling keep grudges anyway-we just do following Wednesday against the
match between the Boston · our thing on the mat," he said.
tough Minutemen from Amhe!"5t
Some peo~le that are doing for a 7: 30 match.
University Tei:riers and the UNH
their "things ' well on mat are 158
Wildcats.
The ''feud'' was alledgedly lbs. Kevin Eagleston (10-0-1) and
started by the (Andy Mooradian 167 lbs. Fred Wagnor (9-1-0).
As for UNH viewpoint, 142 lbs.
chaired) ECAC Selection committee's choice of Lehigh Univer- grappler Marc Brown wasn't
sity over BU in the NCAA goi~g to lose a!!_Y sl~p over the
Division II playoffs in football alle1ged furor. "It's no big WOMEN'S HOOP
last faµ and fueled by vociferous thing- unless they bring up (from continued from page 20
BU basketball coach Rick Boston) a bunch of people and
Pitino's reported goal of "rolling start to get rowdy but other than the Wildcats left the court with a
Backstroker Sue Panzid returned to the Wildcat line-up against
up 150 ooints "against our cager that it's just another match," strong victory under their belts.
The hoopsters now face back to IB1muh m Wabsday and \\Ul the 00 and 100 yard spiis ~ \d
said the senior.
squad.''
UNH brings its 4-8 record into back games next week as they go as being a part of the relay squad. (Nancy Hobbs photo)
All this controversy is down
on the road to meet URI Friday
.anq, Providence Colleg~ SaturdaY.

Woinen
bury USM
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SPORT SHORTS

''I feel that we're really ready
for back to back competition,"
stated DeMarco. "These kids are
in good physical and mental .
shape now.''
The outcome of the upcoming
games will be a major factor in
the team's chances for the
regional tournament.

Cats, Elis to clash
HOCKEY
continued form page 20

(13-!1·24)_and junior defenseman
Frank Barth (4-18-22).
The Elis have had a tough
moved into the scoring lead for
UNH on the basis of his two hat- year so far, sporting only a 5-11-1
tricks )13-12-25), But right behind record (3-9-1 in ECAC) for what
him is senior captain Bob Francis was supposed to be their big year.

Hoopsters fall prey ~o history

Volleyball Jamboree
MEN'S HOOP
continued form page 20

This Sun~ay, Februa_ry 3, the UNH Recreation Department and
~he UNH men's Volleyball Club will be sponsoring the New
.England Collegiate Volleyball League Division I Jamboree at the
Field House.
Play will begin at one o'clock and continue through 6:00 in a
round robin format between seven teams: UNH Harvard MIT
'
Boston University, Northeastern, UMass and Rhdde Island.'
There will be no admission charge.

fired up a jumper and his attempt
rolled off the rim. The big basket
l).~ver came.
One minute and thirteen seconds elapsed and the score
remained 54-49.
Gilson DeJesus (career high 23
points) succeeded on a 15 footer
and then teammate Horace
Owens turned a DeJ esus steal into a layup.
URI led 58-49 and had begun. a
32-14 surge to close out the final
7:06 of what was once a game and
·
now is history.
It is win number 80 in 1980.
The Rams outrebounded UNH
52-33, and owned the offensive
boards. DeJesus and Wright
combined for 24 rebounds, many
of which resulted in second or
tnir~ shots.
Mike Keeler led all players
with 13 stitches as the UNH center continues to be abused underneath. Keeler went to the trainer's room with 2:27 left in the first
half but returned in the second
with a bandage over his left eye.
Robin Dixon led UNH with 20
points and Chris Gildea turned in
another fine performance,
scoring 12 points before fouling
out with 1: 36 remaining . in the
game.
UNH is now 2-15 and travels to
Colgate (5-8) for a game tonight. ·

Men's swimming
Tomorrow, the men's swim team, with a record of 2-3 will host the
University of Vermont at 2: 00 at Swasey Pool.
The Wildcats' latest win came last Wednesday when they
defeated Colby, 67-39, paced by freshman Mike McGuirk's record:breaking lOOQ freestyle win.
Another freshman, Ed Landry, also continues to shine, as he is
UNH's prime sprinter and the anchor of the freestyle rel3:y tea~,
one of the best in New England.

.Woinen 's ice hockey
The UNH women's ice hockey team, riding on a 42 game unbeaten streak, will take on Cornell University tonight in Ithaca,
N.Y. Tomorrow, the Wildcats play Cortland State.
Cornell, who was defeated, 3-1, by UNH in the finals of the
second annual Granite State tournament, was upset last Friday
by Northeastern, 4-2, in Boston. Currently the Big Red stand at 73 on the season; UNH is 10-0.

Track teains in action
Both Wildcat track and field teams will be in ac~ion this
weekend.
The men will host Fitchburg State today beginning at 3:00.
Currently, the Wildcats are riding on a 4-4 record, having won a
tri-meet last weekend against Vermont and•Bates. It was the
fourth straight win for UNH.
Senior Gary Crossan, who didn't compete in the two-mile last
weekend due to illness is expected back.
For the women, it'll be their first home meet of the season as
·they host Bates and Bowdoin, Saturday, at 1:00. Presentiy, lbe
women are 0-2. ·

Gyinnastics
Like most teams this weekend, the women's gymnastics team,
led by Ellen Fahey and Gail Sweeney, will compete against the
University of Vermont, tomorrow afternoon in Burlington.
;

Correction
A printing mistake in the January 29 issue of The New Hampshire sports section caused for two pictures to be reversed.

On page 23, under the article concerning UNH's 24-22 wrestling
match with Boston College, Bruce Cerullo's picture. which appears above Chet Davis' name should be on the left and Davis'
picture should be on the right.
The New Hampshire regrets the error.

UVM, Middlebury favored

UVM hos_ts skiing carnivaJ:: .
,
Both the men's and women's UNH skiing
teams head north today for a skiing carnival at
the University of Vermont.
Although snow has been a problem this year,
Lloyd "Chip" Lacasse, director of skiing at
UVM, said the carnival will go on as scheduled.
"We've made arrangements to move the
jump from the Middlebury Snow Bowl to the 70meter jump at Lake Placid," he said. "We're
still optimistic about holding the cross-country
events at the Trapp Family Lodge, but we're
hoping for a significant snowfall before the
competition Friday (today).''
Although weather reports have varied, snow
shouldn't be a problem for the alpine events
which will be held both Friday and Saturday at
the Mt. Mansfield Ski Area.
UNH will go up against stiff competition in
both men's and women's carnivals.
Vermont is a strong favorite to win the men's
carnival, having captured their last 20 in a row
and the last f~ Eastem,ski Ch#lPlpionshi~. Dart-

'

mouth, which sports two All-Americans (UVM
boasts five) and Middlebury should also field
strong teams.
For the women, · Middlebury, who is the
defending AIAW national champions, is
favored as two All-Americans, Dani Shaw
(alpine) and Alice Tower (cross-country) lead
them.
Last weekend, the UNH women's team
placed third behind New England College and
St. Lawrence in its first competition of the
year.
Brenda Gravink (first place in the slalom)
and Kelly Johnson (fifth in the giant slalom)
led the Wildcats individually and Roxanne
Cloutier was the best Wildcat overall with
finishes of sixth (giant slalom) and second
(slalom).
The men took fourth out of a field of ten in
their own carnival last weekend, which was
held at Waterville Valley.
Shawn Whalen placed seventh in both the
' slalom al'ld gian't slalom for the Wildcats.
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Wildcats crush Maine by 51
By Cathy Plourde
Give the Southern Maine
Huskies credit for making the
Wildcats look good. Also
congratulate them on their neversay-die attitude while suffering
such a defeat at the mercy of the
Wildcats. And give them credit
for keeping the Wildcats from hitting the big 100, as UNH outshot
the University of Southern
Maine,97-46, last night at the
Field House.
The scoring began early for
UNH and the points continued to
mount with little retaliation from
USM.
The Cats played their
customary game, shooting 45
percent from the floor.
"We. shot well, we kept th~
turno___vers low, we_ pl~yed good ·
defense, " said UNH coach
Cecelia DeMarco. "When you
play like that, everything falls
into place.".
The Huskies were not nearly as
skilled as the Wildcats, but they
did continually show up to put the
pressure on each time UNH attempted a shot.
"They were passing well," said
DeMarco. "They just couldn't
follow through with their shots.''
Sophomores Jackie MacMullan
Hoskie Sue McKee pulls down a rebound away from UNH's
Karen Bolton last night, but the Wildcats got the u_Pper hand on .and Martha Morrison led the
Maine in the end, 97-46. (Anne Morrison photo) team into half time with a 48-21
score.

Women down Greeh;
prepare for NE's
By Pam Dey
With only one meet left before
the New England Championshipthey needed a psychological
boost.
· And the women's swim team
got it with a 26 point victory over
Dartmouth on Wednesday.
Coach Carol Lowe explained,
"We needed a strong meet for
team morale. They needed a shot
in the arm."
Dartmouth coach Susan Lutkus
was not surprised at UNH's impressive showing, "They were
what I expected," she said.
The numerous false starts hinted at the team's impatience to
compete. Strong finishes and en-·
couraging shouts from teammates confirmed their enthusiasm.
Sue Panzik, who has not competed since before Christmas due
to ·a shoulder injury, returned to
Wednesday's lineup to win the 50
and 100 yard backstroke events.
She was also a member of the
pool record breaking 200 yard
medley relay team.

It wasn't until late in the second aggressively attempted such an
half, when there were new faces accomplishment.
As the buzzer signaled the end
on the court, that the excitement
began to rise. It was inevitable of the game however, they were
the Wildcats had chalked up shy by three points. There may
another win. The question was, have been a little disapPQintment
would they break the 100 point ·where the fans were concerned,
although they were obviously
mark.
pleased with the final score, ~ut
The fans were all for it as
sophomore Kathy Mcsweeney
a~d freshman Laura Flaherty, WOMEN'S HOOP, page 19

History repeats self
UNH falls to Rhody
By Bill Nader
UNH and URI go back a long
way in college basketball; too
long for UNH and pot long enough
for URI. Wednesday night was
meeting number 94 and URI
recorded win number 80.
.
This time the final score was
86-63, but do not be deceived by
the numbers. Win number 80
came no easier than win number
nine when URI nipped UNH 24-23
in 1912.
. .
And it came a lot harder than
the bombing of 1942 when the
Frank Keany coached Rams
destroyed Carl Lundholm's Wildcats 127-50, two months and three
days after Pearl Harbor.

.t he . new ·h ampshire

spo~r ts

Sue Herskovitz, the breaststroke
·member of the relay squad,
exhibited her psyche in and out of
the pool. She knocked one tenth of
a second off the previous pool
record in the 100 yard breaststroke
blazing a seven second trail in .
front of the second place finisher.
The 50 yard spring races By Lee Hunsaker
In their last game, the Elis tied
demand a· quick start and turn.
The season is quickly winding Darmouth, 6-6, at the "Whale
"If you don't have a good start down and for the UNH Wildcats Bowl", but not recagnized in that
and turn, you don't have a izood that means just nine games.
score is the 13 posts which the Big
time," explained co-captain
Out of those nine games, five Green hit (six in overtime) which
must be won or the Wildcats will allowed Yale to salvage the tie.
Susie Urban.
Urban jumped ahead with her be at the Boston Garden come
The defense has been porous at
start and confirmed a first place Marcli only as spectators. For best; probable starting goalie
finish with her flip turn in the 50 UNH the first of those five wins Mark Rodrigues claims a 4.80
yard freestyle. She edged to will · nopetUily come against goals against average with an
within two tenths of her best Yale, tomorrow.
.857 saves percentage. Not by any
The game will be televised on · means good statistics, but
time.
.
Freshman Alison Smith glided Channel 11 beginning at 7: 30.
nonetheless better than senior
through the key turn in the 50
"They've got sotne great in- mentor Keith Allain whos·e
yard butterfly to win the event in dividuals, " said UNH coach season can only be described as
Charlie Holt. "I'm· just hoping "disappointing." .
28.9seconds.
"However " Lowe said "I was they don't get it ~ together
Leading Yale in scoring is
· pleased with the starts' but we before we play them.
freshman forward Bobby
"They move the puck ex- Brookes (5-18-23) who has recenneed work on turns everywhere."
Distance . swimmer Mira tremely well. I really don't know tly returned to the team from a
why they aren't having a better stint with the U.S. National Jr.
SWIMMING, page 18
season.''
squad which competed in the

Nineteen-eighty was URI's
ninth consecutive win over UNH
but for nearly 33 minutes, win
number 15 appeared every bit as
possible to UNH as win number
80 did to URI.
Heavily favored URI led 54-49
with 8:16 left in the game and
UNH freshman Robin Dixon had
stolen the ball for the second
straight time. The momentum
was beginning to swing and the
sweet scent of upset which filled
the gym against Connecticut was
alive in Lundholm.
UNH failed to convert on the
Dixon steal but Jimmy Wright
turned the ball back over, giving the Wildcats another chance
to draw within three; another
chance at the elusive big basket.
Earlier in the game with URI
clinging to a 26-24 lead late in the
first half, captain Paul Dufour
missed from the corner and then
Dixon failed on a drive.
This time Karl Hicks, the best
shooter in the UNH frontcourt,

MEN'S HOOP, page 19

Icemen invade New Haven
World Championships in Europe.
Behind Brookes are junior
Danny Brugman (10-12-22) and
sophomore Jim Steiner (11-8-19).
For the Wildcats, junior Greg
Moffett will again be in nets for
the 10-11 (7-8 ECAC) Wildcats.
Moffett has now lowered his goals
against to below four at 3.91
following his stellar performance
against Vermont last Saturday.
"I don't feel we've suddenly
changed," said Holt. "It (the 9-2
win) just proves to them (the team)
that it is possible to · play an
awfully good game. I always
thought it was possible.
"I just didn't know exactly
which button to push.''
Freshman Andy Brickley has

HOCKEY,page 19

The 70's - A Wildcat Sports Perspective
This is the fifth in a ten-part
series highlighting the 1970's
spectacles of sport as they
were reported m the sports
pages of The New Hampshire.
In 1974, the University of
New Hampshire was on the
rebound. Mourning the loss
of Warren Brown, a potential
hockey superstar, UNH was
not quick terrecover.
For the Wildcats , community and the student body,
1974 was a year to get "the
feet back on the ground."
While hockey continued its
dominance , the basketball
squad ritade a valiant attempt
to snare the Yankee Conference away from UM ass.
Feb. 12 - As part of the Saul 0.
Sidore lecture series, UNH hosts
a Sports Symposium. Among the
many speakers were Olympic
stars Olga Connally and Tommie
Smith as well as authors J ack
Scott and Dick Schaap.

In hockey, the pucksters are
rated second in the nation, three
points behind Michigan Tech and
py far the best in the east, while
the hoop squad was pressing
UMass for the top billing in the
Yankee Conference. UMass had a
record o.f 6-1; UNH is 6-2.
Feb. 22 - Banking in a 45-foot
desperation shot at the buzzer,
Erie Feragne helps UNH defeat
Holy Cross 68-67 before a stunned
UNH crowd. The shot allowed
Feragne to move into fourth
place on the UNH all-time
scoring list with 1013 points.
Feb. 26 - UNH's Steve Rich
captures the pole vault title at the
New England Track and Field
Championships held at the
University of Connecticut. Rich
cleared 15 feet, three inches.
March 5 - With an injured Cap
Raeder, who was coming off a
serious ankle injury, the UNH
hockey team, despite its number
one ranking in the east drops its
quarter-final playoff match to
RPI, 7-6 in overtime.

The Engineers set two records
in that game, scoring two goals in
eight seconds and four within the
first 1: 20. Yet, the game was far
from over. Fighting back, coach
Charlie Holt sent out his best
three to start the second period as
both teams were two men down:
Gordie Clark, Jamie Hislop and
Cliff Cox. The result was the most
spectacular display of hockey
ever witnessed in Snively Arena
In the span of 1:45, 'Cox scored
twice and Hislop once "For a
minute and forty-five seconds,"
wrote The New Hampshire
sportswriter' Rick Tracewski
later, "Clark, Hislop and Cox had
put on a show as had never been
witnesssed before by the legions
gathered at Snively."
Coach Charlie Holt would later
say of the moment, " If there was
ever a time when you could witness three men play as one man,
that was the moment."
Though invited to the NCAA
skiing championships in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, the UNH ski

team had to refuse due to lack of Americans, Clark for the second
time and Raeder the first. In adfunds.
.
Silencing 2,000 at the Field dition, Charlie Holt is voted
House, UMass soundly trumps Coach-of-the-Year.
the Wildcat hoopsters, 83-58, to
It was the second honoring of
continue their i:!laim to the east's Clark (1973) and Holt (1969) and
top spot. Earlier in the year, the first for Raeder. UNH's only
UMass had defeated UMaine by previous All-American-Olympic
70 points. UNH, however, finishes . goalie Bob Blaekburn, won the
the season with a 16-9 record, the ihonor·baclc-iff 1961.
best ever in Wildcat history.
March 19 - The UNH Rugt>y
Erie Feragne is selected to the club schedules 12 matches for
second team All-Yankee Con- the spring ... all of them away
because they're in England
ference All-Star team.
The UNH women's hoop team, two weeks.
with a 7-3 record, is seeded fourth
April 5 - The Rugby Club
in the New England - New York comes home battered but happy
with a 2-9 record.
Regionals.
March 12 ·- Cap Raeder and
Erie Feragne is awarded the
Gordie Clark are named to the Bob Cousy Award, annually
first tea m All-New England presented to the outstanding New
squad.
·
England collegiate basketball
The women hoopsters lose player under six feet.
twice in the Regional playoffs as
Gordie Clark is presented with
injuries and inexperience take the Leonard M. Fowle Award as
their tolls. UNH finishes with a 7- the east's most valuable players
5 record.
and the President's Plaque as the
March 15 - Gordie Clark and
Cap Raeder are named to the All- HIGHLIGHTS, page 18
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